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Dennis Kijowski Dies
Dennis Kijowski, 45, died of
AIDS—related complications, Tues,
Aug. 27. For two—years, he was co—
chair of Memphis Pride, honorary
member and former president of
Tsarus Leather/Levi club, co—
owner of the Pipeline and 1994
Tsarus Man of the Year. His most
striking characteristic was his in—
tense energy, drive and enthusi—
asm. The funeral was held at Holy
Trinity Community Church on
Thurs., Aug. 29. His request was

that any memorial donations be
sent to Friends For Life AIDS Re—
source Center.
Dennis was born in Baltimore
and had a BA in art from the Uni—
versity of West Florida. After a
term in the armed services, he
settled in Pensacola, Fla., where he
was very active in the Memorial
Day weekend festivities and in
Pride. activities. In 1986 he and
partner Stan Perry opened the Pipe—
See Kijowski on page 28

Jury Acquits Air Force Major
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Governor

Signs Order Banning
Same—Sex Marriages
By Gina Holland
Associated Press. Writer
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — Gov.
«—Kirk Fordice Aug. 22 moved to ban
same—sex marrigages in Mississippi
througsh,
executive order, ca
rion of h
_.,‘. S
Pes

hxbnts circuit clerks from issuing
age licensesto Gay couples
1nd also forbids the recognitionof
Gay marriages performed in other
states.
Legislation that would have
done the same thing died without
action in the 1996 legislative ses—
sion, which ended in April.
"It can‘t be a marriage with
people of the same sex. It violates
the very definition of marriage,"
Fordice said during a news confer—
ence at his capitol office. "So—
called same—sex marriages make a
mockery out ‘of the institution of
marriage, which is already em—
battled."
Fordice said he fears a case now
before the Hawaii Supreme Court
could prompt Gay couples in Mis—
sissippi to attempt to marry. He
vowed to call a special session if
needed to keep homosexuals from
uniting.
David Ingebretsen, state direc—
tor of the American Civil Liberties
Union, said the Republican
governor‘s order was an act of in—
tolerance.
"This is really just an unneces—
sary piece of mean—spiritedness on

finsFordice‘s

Maj.ForceMeeks,
who enlisted
insaidthe
Air
in
1974,
has
not
whether
she is Lesbian.
Hadeight
she
been
convicted,
she
faced
years
in militaryestimated
prison andat $1,800
loss of
her
pension,
perTelephone
month. calls to Maj. Meeks‘
residence She
in SanwasAntonio
were
not
returned.
quoted
by
The
Associated
Press
as saying,
"I‘m
just
glad
this
nightmare
is
over."
Dixon OsburnLegal ofDefense
the
Servicemembers
Networkto adhere
said theto military
had
failed
its own new
tandabideby «>.>
dccmonPs" Mﬁ Witt could not
regulations,
there would never provide an estimate of the cost of
have been a court—martial."
the case.
The
network
provides
legal
aid
Osburn pointed out that none of
torassed
military
personnel
who
are
ha—
the officers held responsible for the
or prosecuted
because of April 3 crash of Commerce Secre—
theirDuring
perceived
sexual
orientation.
tary Ron Brown‘s plane in Croatia
the
court—martial,
Air
had been court—martialed, even
Force prosecutors
presented five though Brown and 34 others were
witnesses.
The
defenseteam,
killed. "Why in the world is our
headed
by
Michael
Tigar,
a
Uni—
military spending millions of dol—
versity
of
Texas
Law
School
pro—
lars trying to throw people sus—
fessor
whoin the
is alsoOklahoma
a lead defense
pected—of being gay in jail rather
lawyer
City
than insuring our airplanes are safe
bombingcase,
did not call any wit— to fly?" he asked.
nesses.
Osburn‘s group estimates that
The
defense
repeatedly
attacked
the Pentagon spent more than $21
Ms. Dillard‘s
credibility
and ar— million in 1995 to train replace—
gued
that
Ms.
Dillard
had
madeup
ments for personnel discharged
her
assertions
about
a
romance
from the armed forces because of
withInterviewed
Maj. Meeks.
+ their sexual orientation.
Llfe Could
the verdict, Tigar said, "I hope it
encourages other people who may
be the victim of charges to stand
up and fight." Asked why he chose
to represent Maj. Meeks, he said,
"I was offended by what had hap—
pened to her and how she had been
treated. It seemed to me that hav—
ing a pajama police force was a
waste of money."
Irene Witt, a spokeswoman for
Lackland said: "The military jus—
tice system worked. The matters
charged were given full and care—
ful consideration by the court
members betorc they reached a
their

h—nemesis, A'

hnurs bcforc reaching their deci—
ney General Mike Moore.
sion Aug. 15.
Fordice and Moore, a Demo—
The court—martial, which began
crat, have battled over a number of
on Monday of that week, was seen
issues including the attorney
as ‘a test of the Clinton
. general‘s lawsuitagainst the to—
administration‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t
bacco industry Moore is consid—
tell" policy, which the military in—
ered a leading Democratic
stituted in 1993 and under which
contender for governor in 1999.
homosexuals are allowed to serve
"Moore doesn‘t want to get in—
in the military but must keep their
volved in this," Flint said. "He‘s
sexual orientation private.
got him in a position where he has
Maj. Meeks was prosecuted un—
to do something. I think it‘s a cal—
der the sodomy provision of the
culated move on his part and
Uniform Code of Military Justice,
highly political."
which has been on the books since
"Even the United Methodist
1951. The sodomy provision ap—
Church, which (Fordice) belongs
plies to both heterosexual and ho—
to, acknowledges there are certain
mosexual sex, but critics say the
<rights of domestic partnerships that
Air Force and other branches of the .
should be guaranteed under the
military focus only on Gay men
law," said Flint, a former United
and Lesbians.
the morning after
Methodist minister who now heads
Affirmations, a Methodist—affili—
ated Gay and Lesbian group.
Educator Says Family
But Fordice, in his second term,
said in his two—page order that
"same sex marriage is against the Trigger Lawsuit
public policy and laws of the state
KINGSPORT, Tenn. (AP) —A HIV—AIDS$ program, said some
of Mississippi."
lawsuit from a teen who gets AIDS school systems believe the curricu—
Fordice said he will press law—
might make lawmakers realize a lum does not teach enough about
makers to adopt a legislative pro—
change is needed in the Family Life AIDS.
hibition on Gay marriages when
curriculum, according to a state
The Family Life curriculum
they convene for the 1997 session
education official.
stresses sexual abstinence. It has a
in January.
Elizabeth Word, director of the provision allowing parents to ex—
Donald Wildmon, head of the
state Education Department‘s cuse children from the family life
See Mississippi on page 28

discussion.
"It‘s seen as a moral issue in—
stead of a public health issue,"
Word said Aug. 5 during a forum
on AIDS. _
"I believe in abstinence, but it‘s
not for all..Condoms should be
taught."
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mmkuy of matrimony.
But questions were raised about
the <legality of the order, which pro—

his part. It shows he does not be—
lieve in equal rights for every—
body," Ingebretsen said.
William A. Flint of the Missis—
sippi Gay and Lesbian Task Force
sand hc bchcvcd themove was a

AUSTIN, Texas — A seven—
member jury at Lackland Air Force
Base in San Antonio has acquitted
a female Air Force major charged
with sodomy and conduct unbe—
coming an officer.
The sodomy charges against the
officer, Maj. Debra L. Meeks, 41,
were based on an accusation that
she had had a homosexual relation—
ship over two years with Pamela
J. Dillard, a civilian.
Ms. Dillard, the military‘s main
witness, also accused the major of
threatening her with a gun in 1994,
the basis for the unbecommgcon—
f
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"Straight"

Opinions expressed in editorials and

People Change?

Guest Editorial
by Jim Maynard
My patience is wearing thin with straight
people. From TV talk shows to the radio
call—in shows, I am constantly amazed at
straight people‘s ignorance about Gay
people. As I watch and listen to the TV and
radio hosts and guests, I often wish that I
could be on one of these shows. I have not
been invited on any of these programs, but I
would like to respond to some of the com—
mon questions and arguments about Gays
and Lesbians and suggest some better re—
sponses to what I hear from the Gay com—
munity.
The most irritating question for me is,
"Can‘t Gays and Lesbians change?" Why is
it that almost every discussion about Gay
and Lesbian rights, from Gays in the mili—
tary to same—sex marriage, becomes a de—
bate about whether or not Gays and Lesbians
are born "that way"? In answer to this ques—
tion, I would ask another question: Can
"straight" people change? I think they can.
There are certainly many documented cases
of "straight" individuals, under the right cir—
cumstances, either fantasizing about their
own sex or occasionally indulging in some
of those repressed fantasies. However, even
though I think they can change, I don‘t ad—

vocate denying them "special rights" like
serving in the military or having their mar—
riage relationships legally recognized. Fur—
thermore, I don‘t think it is any of the
government‘s business what they do in the
privacy of their bedrooms, as long as they
don‘t flaunt their sexuality in public, force
anyone to have sex with. them, or have sex
with children or animals.
"Isn‘t homosexuality unnatural?" What
is "natural"? This can mean different things.
True, Gay and Lesbian sex does not repro—
duce, but neither does most heterosexual sex.
Sexual relations are no longer limited to re—
production, or did the "sexual revolution"
only apply to straight people? Does homo—
sexuality occur in nature? Yes, it does. It is
quite natural for a lot of people. I don‘t be—
lieve, however, that heterosexuality is natu—
ral. Men and women have very little in
common sexually. Men usually want sex,
with or without love, while women want
love with or without sex. Homosexual rela—
tionships are, therefore, more natural. Many
Gay men are, in fact, a lot like straight men
who prefer sex without emotional entangle—
ments. And Lesbians seem to be happier than
women in heterosexual marriages. They
know what feels right, men don‘t.
The fact is that neither homosexuality nor
heterosexuality is "natural." We learn (not
necessarily chose) to be "straight" or "Gay."
meses

commentaries are those of the authors
This was Freud‘s most radical insight: het—
erosexuals are not born, they are made. In
fact, heterosexuality seems so unnatural to
some folks that they have to be brainwashed
or treated with electrical shock to commit
to it. So if you eliminate the imperative to
procreate, and separate sexual preference (or
orientation) from gender identity, then it is
just as "natural" for a person to love or be
attracted to someone of the same sex as the
opposite sex. Humans must learn to repress
same—sex desire in order to become exclu—
sively hetero. We are all, therefore, poten—
tially bisexual. Both Gay and straight people
need to recognize this fact and quit trying to
tie their sexuality to biology.
"Doesn‘t the Bible teach against homo—
sexuality?" Who cares? The Bible was 10
thousands of years ago by men who thought
the earth was flat and that women should
never have authority over men. I don‘t care
what the Bible says about anything, I‘m a
zen—taoist—agnostic. Although I am no longer
a Christian (I was once a fundamentalist
preacher), I have to correct my Christian
fundamentalist friends on this issue. There
is no word or concept in the Bible for what
we moderns call "homosexuality". The con—
cept of a "homosexual" person was invented
by sexologists in the 19th century. Biblical
references refer to the acts of pederasty and

pagan male prostitution, the only models of
"homosexuality" known about by the people «
who lived in pre—modern society. But, what
does the Bible have to do with civil rights
of U.S. citizens? I don‘t think the U.S. Con—
stitution or the Bill of Rights apply only to
Bible—believing Christians. Contrary to the
teachings and wishes of Pat Robertson and
the Christian Coalition (i.e., the Republican
Party), this country is not a theocracy. Our
laws are not determined by what is written
in the Bible. While I believe in the freedom
of religion, I also demand to be free from
religious tyranny; that‘s why this country‘s
founders called for the "separation of church
and state." So, in response to the question,
we should first remind folks that the Bible
is not a basis for determining civil rights in
this country. I must also suggest to Gay and
Lesbian Christians, and those who are
tempted to get into debates with fundamen—
talists about what the Bible says about ho—
mosexuality, that you will never convince
people who believe the Bible is the "literal
Word of God"that engaging in homosexual
acts is not a sin. It is a modern/liberal ratio—
nalization to say that same—sex desire and
behavior would have been acceptable to the
men who wrote the Bible. Fundamentalists
may misunderstand a lot of the Bible verses
See Can Straight People on page 28
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Chorus Changes
Pro & Con
I am not one who usually writes and
voices my thoughts, but I feel very led to do
so.
®
I was disappoinied by the negative com—

conditional support and love for each other.
I personally know some of these men in the ,
Chorus, and they are fine men who have
never been ashamed of who they are.
The Men‘s Chorus has been a positive
force in the community because they are
doing what they love —singing. Many have
been blessed by their God—given talents. As
in all activities, where human nature is in—
volved, there are differences. This is seen
in government, churches and relationships.
However, this group still prevails. We are
here to love unconditionally and to support
each other.
I encourage the community to support
these men and to accept their decision for
change unconditionally. How we judge oth—
ers is how we are judged. This is Universal
Law.:
I hope this will be read and understood
in the spirit of love that it was written.
$34
Shelia Tankersley
Memphis

‘ments written in the August Reruns section
of your newspaper. The article was refer—
ring to the Lambda Men‘s Chorus changing
their name to River City Men‘s Chorus. I
was very disappointed in such a comment
regarding bags over their heads. I have al—
ways held this newspaper in high regard and
felt that this was so below the standards that
—I felt you maintain.
First, I believe that change indicates
growth. Hurtful feelings have been experi—
enced over this article. Do I need to remind
you of the negative comments that were
made a few years ago when ATEAC first
changed its name to Friends for Life? I do!
Then, as now, there were many judgmental
statements made without the truth of the.
It is appalling to me that the Lambda
change being heard. (Although one of my Men‘s Chorus has seen fit to go into to the
greatest teachers taught me that you do not closet and change its name to the River City
have to explain, defend, or justify yourself Men‘s Chorus.
to anyone.)
Isn‘t that just what we need here in Mem—
Second, we will never have unity in the phis? A group of Gays who solicit the sup—
Gay community when we put ourselves in a port of the Gay community in their ticket
place of judgment instead of a place of un—
See Letters on page 28
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steps than any other to bring the said. "I believe we must put aside
Gay
differences and focus on what
table."and Lesbian community to the our
unites
on our common ground."
The speech was taped before the Theus,Human
Campaign
president went on his summer va— endorsed ClintonRights
for
re—election
cation for showing at the Human February. He has said since thenin
Rights Campaign‘s first national that he opposes same—sex mar—
political
Chicago. convention Aug. 17 in riages.
In a statement released by the
"All Americans face a critical organization,
director
choice this November," Clinton Elizabeth Birchexecutive
acknowledged the
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WASHINGTON (AP) — In his
first speech since the Republican
convention ratified his opponent,
President Clinton told Gays and
Lesbians in a videotaped message
that "we must put aside our differ—
ences and focus on what unites us,
on our common ground."
Bidding for support in the presi—
dential election, Clinton said his
administration "has taken more
riyoncecack
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president does not support every
issue important to Lesbians and
Gays, but said, "The best friend we
have in the presidential campaign
already lives in the White House."
Detailing his support, Clinton —
mentioned his signing an executive
order that prohibits taking sexual
orientation into account for deny—
ing security clearances, his orders
banning sexual orientation dis—
crimination in government, his

administration‘s commitment to
fighting HIV and AIDS, and oppo—
sition to anti—Gay ballot measures.
"When I ran for president in
1992, I told you about my vision
for America — a vision you were
and are very much a part of," he
said. ‘I‘m especially proud to be
the first president ever to endorse
a civil rights bill that specifically
includes Gay and Lesbian Ameri—
cans."

Gay Rights — A
Democrat Issue?
By Deepti Hajela
rector of the Illinois Federation for
Associated Press Writer
Human Rights, says identifying so
heavily with the Democratic Party
CHICAGO (AP) — As an makes the Gay community an
openly Gay member of the House, easier
target for the Radical Right.
Rep. Steve Gunderson of Wiscon— It also makes Gay rights issues
sin is used to being a minority in easier to disregard as special inter—
Congress.
ests, he says.
This weekend at OutVote ‘96, "The Radical Right uses us as a
the first national Gay and Lesbian wedge issue, a way of discrediting
political convention, he was a mi— opponents," he said. "We will con—
nority of a different kind — a Re— tinue to be used as long as Gay —
publican.
rights activists are pathologically
Both the convention and its partisan."
sponsor, the Human Rights Cam— HRC Executive Director Eliza—
paign, are non—partisan. OutVote beth Birch agrees the Gay commu—
‘96 consisted of a series of nity tends to be more. Demoeraticy»=>=—__
speeches and workshops. Speakers but she doesn‘t think it‘s a blind
included Housing and Urban De— devotion.
velopment Secretary Henry "What‘s most important is char—
Cisneros. Workshops taught activ— acter," she said. "We appreciate
ists skills like fund—raising and those fair—minded Republicans
voter registration that will help who
have supported us, and we
them be effective in any political also condemn
those Democrats
campaign.
who are indistinguishable from the
Still, many of the 600 activists worst of the close—minded."
at the session on Saturday wore T— Gunderson and his partner Rob
shirts spelling out their Democrat Morris say the Republican Party
loyalties, and most of the 150 en— will continue to lose Gay voters to
dorsements made by HRC have the Democrats if theRadical Right
gone to Democrats, starting at the keeps control of the GOP‘s ideol—
top with Bill Clinton, who ad— ogy.
dressed the convention by video— "This is not the party of Lin—
tape.
the party that fought for per—
Some say the tendency to lean coln,
sonal freedom. We need to return

more toward one party is a natural to our roots," Gunderson said.
result of how both parties have
Morris said it was understand—
treated the Gay community. Oth— able for Gay people who are fis—
ers say it‘s a blind spot that only cally conservative to vote for social
marginalizes Gay issues.
liberals.
"The Republicans have made
"We may have a host of eco—
Gay rights a Democratic issue," nomic issues we care about, but
said Sheila Kuehl, the first openly we‘re into self—survival," he said.
Lesbian member of the California "We don‘t have the flexibility to
Legislature. "If one party demon— choose, so we become single—issue
izes a minority group and the other voters."
accepts it, what do you expect?"
But the couple is confident they
David Smith, communications won‘t always be in the political mi—
director of HRC, agreed.
nofrity at Gay rights events.
"In terms of history, Democrats
"As Republican Gay—bashing
have been more hospitable to Gay stops and it becomes a more mod—
issues," he said.
erate party, the people will move,"
But Rick Garcia, executive di— Morris said.
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Longtlme Companlon Legally Barred
From Seeing Bedridden lover
toorvisitin prison.
their partners in
By Susan Pack
themosexuals
hospital
LongBeach—Telegram
AfterTranton
the accident,
Navarrete
visited
twice
a
day athimSt.
LONG
BEACH,
Calif.
(AP)—
Mary
Medical
Center,
feeding
When
Juan
Navarrete
came
home
ice cream
andhimsoup,
determined
to
from
the market,
he found hishis part—
stay
with
despite
his
brain
ner
lying
on
the
concrete,
head
covered
withLeRoy
blood. Tranton had damage.
"As long as he‘s
He
and
been
building
a
sun
room,
and
Tranton
had fallen
offa ladder.
Ata
the
hospital,
he
slipped
into
coma."Itell him to come back, we
need him,"hotelrecallswaiter.
Navarrete, a 36—
year—old
Tranton,
54, didhe remained
come backinfour
days
later.
But
the
hospital,
and
nine
months
after
the
Marchagain1989whenaccident,
he trans—
went
away
his
brother
ferred
him Navarrete
to a nursingfromhomeseeing
and
prevented
him. Unable towithlegallyhis prove
his
relationship
partner,
Navarrete
lost him.
Gay
rights
advocates
hopepassto
use
Navarrete‘s
story
to
help
into law ordinance
a proposedthatdomestic
part—
___.nership
allowsho—

Although the first nursing home
returned Tranton to the hospital,
Navarrete was unable to find out
where he went the second time
until he received an ambulance bill
listing the destination. When he
went to the Canoga Park nursing
home shortly before Christmas, he
alive I‘m says Tranton was asleep and his
happy with him," he says.
hands and legs were tied to a chair,
Tranton‘s parents were dead, purportedly to keep him from fall—
and his brother, who has since died, ing off.
lived in another state and didn‘t
When Navarrete tried to visit
visit, Navarrete says. But several him, a nurse stopped him, saying
months after the accident, the she‘d been ordered to keep him
brother, who didn‘t approve of the away by the brother.
Gay relationship, sought to become
"I love him a lot," he told her.
Tranton‘s conservator.
"He needs me."
Frightened, Navarrete went to
The nurse acknowledged
court to challenge the conser— Tranton had been calling, "Juan,
vatorship. He says he was unfamil— Juan, Juan." But he left after she
iar with a durable power of
threatened to call the police.
attorney for health care, and he had
After a second unsuccessful at—
no proof he‘ d been Tranton‘s part— tempt, Navarrete hired a lawyer to
ner for eight years. The judge re— help him obtain visitation rights.
jected his challenge because he The morning of the court hearing,
wasn‘t a relative.
the brother‘s lawyer called to say
Twice, the brother transferred the session wouldn‘t be necessary.
Tranton to nursing homes without
Tranton died four days earlier,
telling his partner, Navarrete says. . and his body had already been

shipped out of state.
"I was so disappointed,"
Navarrete says. "Where is the hu—
man part there? Where is the hu—
man part?"
A city domestic partnership or—
dinance wouldn‘t supersede the
rights of a conservator, who can
bar visitors, says Thomas
Coleman, Navarrete‘s attorney.
But a partnership registration state—
ment could be used in a court hear—
ing challenging the conservator—
ship or seeking visitation rights.
"This could be very powerful

evidence," Coleman says.
Navarrete is convinced a part—
nership statement would have per—
suaded a judge to let him visit his
partner, to make it clear he hadn‘t
abandoned him, possibly even to
take him home.
"If I had a certificate to prove I
was with him, it wouldn‘t have
happened," Navarrete says. "He
died quick because he didn‘t see
me. If I had that certificate, he
would still be alive."
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Montana Battles to Keep Gay—Sex Ban
HELENA (AP) — Montana
should reinstate its ban on Gay sex,
a law that has never been enforced
and doesn‘t violate personal pri—
vacy, Montana‘s attorney general
told the state Supreme Court.
The appeal by state Attorney
General Joe Mazurek is against a
February ruling by a district judge
in Helena that struck down the
Montana law making sex between
homosexuals a felony. The ruling
came in a lawsuit by six Gay
people last year who argued the
"deviate sexual conduct law" was
unconstitutional.
"These kinds of questions, such
as whether same sex sexual con—
tact should be legal, are difficult
policy questions that should be left
to the Legislature and not decided
in the courts," Clay Smith, the
state‘s lead attorney in the case,
said Wednesday.
Holly Franz, a Helena lawyer
who represents the plaintiffs in the
lawsuit, said the state is present—
ing the same arguments on appeal
that it used in defending the law
before District Judge Jeffrey
Sherlock. It was Sherlock who
ruled that the law violated the pri—
vacy provision of the Montana
Constitution.
"We believe the Supreme Court
will agree that consenting sex be—
tween adults is a very private mat—
ter and the state has no right to
regulate it," Franz said.
The deviate sexual conduct law
made Gay sex a felony punishable
by up to 10 years in prison and
$50,000 in fines.

Gov. Marc Racicot encouraged
Mazurek to appeal the ruling, say—
ing a state Supreme Court decision
would bring finality to the debate.
Some of the Gays and Lesbians
whofiled the suit also want the fi—
nal say of the court.
Several attempts to abolish the
law have failed in the Legislature.
In its appeal, the attorney
general‘s office says the case
should be thrown out because the
six people suing the state aren‘t
accused of breaking the law.
"The statute has never been en—
forced, no one‘s ever been pros—
ecuted," Smith pointed out. "If
they want to challenge the law,
they should wait until there‘s a
prosecution."

The plaintiffs say that, although
the law was never enforced, it fos—
tered a climate of intolerance.
"This statute is used every day
to encouraée discrimination
against Gay people," said Franz.
"Every day, good, law—abiding
people are declared felons."
Smith also said the deviate sex
law does not violate privacy or
equal protection guarantees, con—
trary to what Sherlock said in his
ruling.
"States and governments have
regulated sexual conduct of all
kinds since there have been states
and governments," Smith said.
"Same sex sexual conduct does not
touch upon a fundamental right."
See Gay—Sex Ban on page 28
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New Home HIV TestGo
es

Advertising

On Sale Nationwide
WASHINGTON‘ (AP) — A
second test for the AIDS virus that
Americans can take at home went
on sale nationwide in July.
Home Access Health Corp. of
Hoffman Estates, III., began tak—
ing orders via a foll—free telephone
number for its Home Access Ex—
press test kits two days after ap—
proval by the Food and Drug
Administration.
The kits let people take a blood
sample at home, mail it to a labo—
ratory and, three business days
later, learn by telephone if they
have the HIV virus that causes
AIDS.
Johnson & Johnson began lim—
ited sales of its Confide home test
this spring, but the new competi—
tion sparked New Brunswick
based J&J to announce that people
in every state except California and
New York could now order Con—
fide by another toll—free number.
Also, Confide will be sold in
drugstores in most of the nation as
early as Sept. 1.
Home Access also will sell in

in

Gay

Candace

Gingrich‘s

Publications Jumps

drugstores later this year, a test that
differs from the $49.95 Express
phone—ordered test only in that it
offers results in one week and is
$10 cheaper.
To conduct the Home Access
test, the person pricks a finger,
places drops of blood on a test card
and mails it in a protective enve—
lope to a laboratory. The sample
has a personal identification num—
ber.
To get the results, the person
calls a toll—free number and gives
the identification number. People
with positive or inconclusive re—
sults get the news from counselors
who can refer them for long—term
counseling and medical treatment.
Home Access usually gives nega—
tive results by a recording, al—
though the caller can request a
counselor at any time, 24 hours a
day.
Editor‘s Note — The number
for the HomeAccess Express test
is 1—800—HIV—TEST. The number
for Johnson & Johnson‘s test is 1—
800—THE—TEST.

Mothers Wants

Nearly 20 Percent
NEW YORK (AP) — Adver—
tising in Gay publications jumped
nearly 20 percent this year over
last, lead by big media spenders
such as Tanqueray and America
Online, a new study found.
From April 1995 to April 1996,
advertising in Gay print publica—
tions hit $73.7 million, a 19.6 per—
cent hike over the $61 million
spent in the year—earlier period,
according to the Mulryan/Nash
Gay Press Report released Mon—
day, which studied 138 Gay—ori—
ented magazines and newspapers
in the United States.
"This year, one of the most ex—
citing things we‘ve witnessed has
been the strong commitment made
by mainstream advertisers," said
Dave Mulryan, a partner at
Mulryan/Nash, a New York—based
advertising agency specializing in
reaching Gay customers.
Mulryan said that several new
advertisers lead the way, including
gin—maker Tanqueray with its Mr.

Jenkins ads and sponsorship of the
Tanqueray AIDS fund—raising bi—
cycle rides.
Subaru, Mulryan said, intro—
duced the first—ever national auto
campaign with a same—sex couple,
while América Online promoted a
popular Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity Forum and Barnes and Nobles
ran a Celebrate Gay Pride by the
Book campaign in 44 Gay publi—
cations across 30 markets.
Pharmaceutical companies such
as Glaxo Wellcome PLC and
Roxane Laboratories Inc., which
Mulryan said had been absent from
the Gay press, became the fourth—
largest advertisers in those maga—
zines with ads about breakthrough
AIDS drugs.
"The indication here is that that
drug companies are using the Gay
press as the cornerstone of their
marketing plan," Mulryan said.
"They clearly recognize that HIV—
positive Gay men are the target for
these new drugs."

Her to Play Nice
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Candace
Gingrich said her mother asked her
Aug. 12 to "be nice to your
brother."
Mom and brother Newt may
have quite a wait.
"I‘ll be nice to my brother and
the GOP when they start being nice
to immigrants ... the poor ... people
with HIV and AIDS ... people of
color ... and women. I refuse to be
nice to them until they start being
nice to Gays, Lesbians, bisexuals
and transgender people," Gingrich
said.
Gingrich, the Lesbian half—sis—
ter of the House speaker, marched
with a noisy crowd of about 400
Gay —rights activists through down—
town San Diego, calling for an end
to what they termed intolerance
and bigotry at the Republican con—
vention.
Gingrich described the conver—
sation with her mother when she
took the stage at the officially sanc—
tioned GOP protest site.

Friends For Life Pantry Wis
h
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Killer DadLesblan Mom Take Custody Fight to Appeals Court
By Jackie Hallifax
date. But his law— that a state judge in another Pan— Niceville, wholost custody of her because of her sexual orientation.
Associated Press Writer atyer,anEdunspecified
Fleming of Pensacola, told handle county couldn‘t assume 4—year—old daughter last Septem—
A court—appointed psychologist
the court that sexual orientation without evidence that a homo— ber.
testified he saw no evidence
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — wasn‘t an issue in the case.
sexual environment would harm a
Valerie Maradie argued that it Maradie‘s sexual orientation hurt
© The
custody
fight
between
a
Les—
"That‘s kind of a straw man is— child.
was unfair to award sole custody her ability as a parent or harmed
bian mother and a father who did that‘s been created by the ap— The ruling granted a new hear— to ex—husband John Maradie, a the child.
prison time for murder unfolded sue
in this case," Fleming said. ing to Valerie Maradie of traveling sales representative, just
before an appealscourt thatjust the pellant
Fleming said the trial judge
previous week overturned a cus— wasn‘t concerned with what Mary
tody
Ward thought or desired — just
bian decision
mother. against another Les— what
happened in her home, which
"I
know
I
am
a
good
mother,"
was also occupied by an adult
Mary Ward told reporters afteroral daughter and her girlfriend as well
argumentsJuly
23 in the"I tryFirstto raise
Dis— as Mary Ward and her Lesbian
trict Court ofAppeal.
The
Pub
my daughter to be the best person partner.
"We have four cohabiting Les—
she can be. I do not understand why bian adults with a young girl who
Autumn St. Pub & Deli
my
sexual
orientation
should
make
is pre—adolescent or adolescent,
any difference in the love and good about to make the transition into
upbringing I give Cassey."
Fleming said.
1349 Autumn e 274—8010
Cassey, 12, lived with her womanhood,"
Cassey, he said, wasn‘t inter—
mother until judge
last summer,
ested in wearing women‘s perfume
Pensacola
revokedwhenhera but
did want to wear men‘s co—
mother‘s
custody,
saying
he
logne. She didn‘t take any pride in
wanted to give Cassey a chance to her appearance and had a negative
live in "a non—Lesbian world." attitude toward heterosexual sex,
Cassey moved from her
FREE
BEER BUST
mother‘s Pensacola home to live he said.
But Charlene Carres, a Talla—
with her father and his third wrfe hassee attorney representing Mary
in nearby Milton.
John Ward pleaded guilty to
second—degree murder of his first
~ wife in 1974 and served eight years
in prison.
Ward, 47, was flanked by her
Lesbian partner, Marjorie Wright,
two adult daughters and Kathryn
Kendell, executive director of the
National Center for Lesbian Rights
in San Francisco.
Kendell told reporters Lesbian
parents across the country often
had to fight for the custody.
"This is very common," she
said. "What makes this case un—
usual is that we have an absolutely
outstanding mother who lost cus—
tody to a marginal father." >
John Ward, 44, didn‘t attend the
hearing before the three—judge
panel, which will issue its ruling

Ward, urged the three judges to
read the entire record to consider
the entire context of Cassey‘s day—
to—day life with her mother.
Cassey, she said, didn‘t do any—
thing that wasn‘t normal for a child
her age.
Mary Ward was also repre—
sented by Kendell, who told the
court that there was no evidence
"that under any circumstance or at
any time, Cassey Ward was ex—
posed to or experienced or viewed
any inappropriate sexual behavior
whatsoever.
"And it is our contention that
can‘t be assumed simply because
of Mary Ward‘s sexual orienta—
tion."
Carres said she was fairly opti—
mistic because of last week‘s de—
cision, when the 1st DCA ruled
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Jeffrey—A SatlrlcalRomp On Stage at Clrcmt Through Sept 22
Review by Vincent Astor‘

Wisconsin to New York City
who is atypical—an underem—

I guess everybody went to see

ployed actor who is a cater—

or has rented the movie. This

waiter who has been going

‘ production is something differ—

through the “whormg around"
phase for years. He is now re—
belling against the oh—so—NYC
paranoia about AIDS and sex.
The trouble is, he loves sex and
is quite wrought up over the
unsatisfactory nature of para—
noid safer sex. He decided to
swear off completely and, pre—
dictably, immediately meets
this dreamboat (Mare Surles).
True to his vow he goes through
all sorts of mental gymnastics
to avoid said dreamboat but
cannot. The dreamboat reveals

— ent, something fresh. I was one
of the half—dozen people in Gay
America who walked out on the
film, though the supporting per—
formances were fantastic. I got
over the one—joke nature of a
film which was stagy in block—
ing but filled with these travel—
ing location shots. So definitely
o see the play.
The basic story is the mental
als and tribulations of one
(frey Cottingham (Kevin
ies). He is a transplant from

_ MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
|
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
[VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)

{>

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. « 345—0825

that he is HIV—positive and Jef—
frey spends most of the rest of

_'

lous, all tuned very well. Shan—
non Convery (the only female

ridden self—denial. He gets over

even Irish) to pride parade par—

of the opposite sex in the cast)

it, and the how is the play.

ticipants, to society fund—raisers

has a great deal of work to do

The best thing about the
script is that it is so, so queer.
The satire is accomplished in

for AIDS. The zingers are plain
and to the point. And suitably
funny. After all, it seems any—

and charges into her stereotypes

the show in ridiculous, angst—

nite hard edge right beneath,

— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL —
2828" 336° 4844" 5—850° 6—§550
WE NOW CARRY CD ROMS

{I and checks accepted at #1 and #2

there is never the bitter despair

NG az
y__ _v >

standard set by director Ken
Zimmerman. By the purest of
coincidences, Zimmerman also
has directed The Boys in the
Band. There is a genuineness
about the entire cast, even in the
most ridiculous characteriza—
tions, that makes the show well
worth the trip. It is the way of
life that is examined and dis—
sected, not the characters. They
are ‘all three dimensional
enough to be genuine.
The show is paced well with
emphasis on the light, rather
than the serious. Designs by
Michael Duggan (sound),
Karen Murk (costume), Jason
McDaniel and Lynette Scoles
(set and lights) and Patricia M.
Romfh (properties) contribute
to but do not overpower the ac—
tors. Techinical support from
Crisanta Klingler and a troupe
of set—change elves kept the
show very smooth. The set is
very basic and plain with good
use ofprojected images and a
surprise at the end. There is also
a moral, but it is good enough
to vsa'ait for the context to enjoy
it;

Kevin Jones turns in another
beautifully fine—tuned perfor—

that a similar wit displayed in

mance as Jeffrey. He contrib—
utes just the right amount

years ago. Gay/Lesbian audi—

(plenty) of nelliness without

ences and those who know Gay
people well, stay in stitches. It‘s

posturing. He is thoroughly be—
lievable; after all, Jeffrey is
typical. Come on, girls, there is
good camp going on, or at least

OPEN 7 DAYS

with great vigour. Art Oden,
Jason Francis and Michael
Duggan achieve the same.hﬁh

thing is possible in NYC (which
is a stereotype of its own). _

The Boys in the Band a hundred

ﬂ©5thya

appreciated, in some of the best
just—like—everyone—else circles,
unless the individuals are hope—

67/497fwﬁaﬁ’a/z

lessly dull no matter with whom

Ile

they trick. Jeffrey is filled with
a joi—de—vivre which is the most
postive thing about him (and

yaw are 6621/ng muitlerd bo

many Gay men) and which ul—

ﬂarzkyzaz‘? or allend AMemplas

from the angst pit. The play—

timately comes to his rescue

73 gqy/ﬂmﬁd/z gay/may.

wright and actor Marc Surles

egg/412235 géwféegﬁﬂfldﬂ/‘ﬂd/

dreamboat, to have his campy

2
eee

— characters, serious and ridicu—

our language, our dialect.
The satire covers all bases
from Catholic priests (one is

the best type of wisecracking
_ wit and, thoughthereisa defi—

Fantasy Warehouse #2(North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642

Kevin Jones and Marc Surles in Jeffrey, now on stage weekends at Circuit Playhouse.

even
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and Performed ly

allow

Steve,

the

light moments; and Steve is
played totally without attitude,

COrdarned Minister
Share Us With

Shes could be otr Last

a Friend
Then,

rance)

Recycle Us!

a refreshing change from stereo—
type.
The posturing is left to Ster—
ling (Michael Richey) and
Darius (Doug Megson) who
take their unabashed stereo—
types (interior decorator and
chorus boy) all the way to the

C
Tor

as"

4
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Emerald City and back again.

callg
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They too are believable because
they, too, are real and the per—
formances fit nicely.
The Triangle Journal News is
printed on recycled paper. |

The ensemble must be given
equal credit for a vast array of

~

._ Jeffrey by Paul Rudnick.
Circuit Playhouse
August 23 — September 22.
Sponsored by Amnesia.
Ticket Information
726—4656.
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Judge Orders Insurance

Lesbian

Benefits for

Cou ples

By William McCall ,
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
judge has ordered that insurance
benefits be offered to the homo—
sexual domestic partners of state
employees.
Lawyers for the state and the
three Lesbian couples who filed a
lawsuit say the ruling appears to
be the first of its kind in the na—
tion.
Two nursing professors and a
pharmacy supervisor who work at
Oregon Health Sciences Univer—
sity, joined by their longtime part—
ners, sued to obtain medical, dental
and life insurance benefits.
Attorney general‘s spokesman
Peter Cogswell said there was no
estimate on the economic impact
or how many employees ultimately
could be affected.
Multnomah County Circuit
Judge Stephen Gallagher used es—
pecially strong language in
Thursday‘s ruling condemning the
state Employees‘ Benefit Board for
denying the benefits.
"It is beyond debate that invidi—
ous and virulent discrimination has
been, and is, directed toward and

Chosen to Speak
at

suffered by the Lesbian and Gay
men‘s communities in this state,"
Gallagher said.
The state has 30 days to decide
whether to appeal the ruling but no
immediate decision was expected,
Cogswell said.
The decision was praised Friday
by Gay rights supporters, includ—
ing state Rep. George Eighmey, D—
Portland, an openly homosexual
lawmaker.
"It‘s a big step in the right di—
rection which will, by its impact,
require the Legislature to seriously
look at how we provide benefits to
our employees," Eighmey said.
But Lon Mabon, director of the
Oregon Citizens Alliance, quickly
condemned the ruling.
"He‘s just flat out pro—homo—
sexual," Mabon said of the judge.
Mabon, who has led several
failed anti—Gay—rights drives to
change state law, said Gallagher
had overstepped his role as a judge
and was trying to legislate from the
bench.
But a national Gay rights attor—
ney said she believed the decision
was sound and followed the Or—
egon Constitution.
"The case is about equal pay for

equal work," said Suzanne
Goldberg, a lawyer for the Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund
in New York. "It‘s a basic issue of
pay equity."
She said various studies have
shown benefits such as health in—
surance, vacations and parental
leave can add up to a third of an
employee‘s total compensation.
Gallagher ruled the Employees‘
Benefit Board not only violated a
state statute by denying spousal
benefits, it also violated the state
constitution.
He also defined a domestic part—
ner as someone of the same sex
involved in a long—term relation—
ship similar to the three Lesbian
couples in the case, and spelled out
conditions to cover other Gay part—
ners.
The judge said each of the three
couples have "conducted them—
selves as members of a "family"
and each "has enjoyed a long—term
and committed relationship iden—
tical to marriage."
Mabon said the judge was try—
ing to establish a new definition of
family that amounted to same—sex
marriage, which is not permitted
See Insurance Benefits on p. 28

Democratic Conven
tion
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — President Clinto
n chose a Nashville
woman to talk to the National Democratic Conve
ntion in Chicago about
HIV and AIDS.
Debbie Runions, a member of the Presidential
Advisory Council on
HIV/AIDS since its 1995 inception, addressed
the convention Aug. 27.
"What I said at the convention was the same
thing I say to school—
children here," she said.
"Despite the pain of HIV and AIDS, the epide
mic is also one of the
many wounds in this country that can bring people
together to help and
love one another," she said.
7
Runions is finishing a book that chronicles her
life with AIDS.
Patricia Fleming, director of the Office of Nation
al AIDS Policy,
said Clinton chose Runions because of her assist
ance on the council.
"...And the president felt that Debbie has the
strength and courage,
as well as the eloquence, to convey the message
of her own personal
story, the story of others and this administration‘s
fight against AIDS."
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d, Gay Couples
Communities Study Legitimacy for Unwe

Two Michigan

people is this area of domestic

tion against the city for taking

sions with the coalition.
This time, the council will

work.
Its two ordinances would
give rights long enjoyed by

partnership," said Jeffrey Mont—

the stand, the administrator told

gomery, president of the Tri—

create a committee of 10 resi—

married couples to unwed

angle Foundation, a Gay advo—

dents and three council mem—

couples — both heterosexual

bers to discuss the issue.
Council
member

and homosexual, the Detroit

cacy group in Detroit.
The ordinances are expected

the newspaper.
The ordinances are expected
to be fought by some religious

SAUGATUCK, Mich. (AP)
— A committee will explore
again an ordinance designed to
protect the rights of homosexu—

voted in March to end discus—

als months after the city coun—
cil stopped discussion on the

groups that say the measures are

to be introduced by the City

contrary to church teachings on

Council in September.
But Mayor Dennis Archer

marriage.
Proponents say adoption of

would prefer to postpone a vote

the ordinances could shore up

Meanwhile, a similar task
force in Detroit is nearly done
with drafts of two ordinances
intended to add legitimacy for

Sanford brought the issue back

Free Press reported.
One ordinance would let

to the council by presenting a

partners register with the City

summary of nearly 50 ordi—
nances in effect in other com—

Clerk‘s Office and give them
the authority to make health

unwed couples, both Gay and

munities.
Sanford said none of the cit—

care decisions for their compan—
ions being treated at city—owned

administration official told the

ies reported financial costs,
which some City Council mem—

health facilities. It also would
give them visiting privileges at

Free Press.
The mayor, who was sup—

city government that is much

bers had seen as a concern.

police lockups.
A second ordinance would

ported by Gays and Lesbians

Sanford had earlier voted

lifestyles, which not only in—
cludes Gays and Lesbians, but

against an ordinance because of

allow non—union city employees

hopes Detroit‘s Republican en—

life partners who choose not to

packed into the meeting room.
debate
ordinance
The
"brought Saugatuck national at—
tention last year when the town,
considered by many as Gay—
— friendly, voted against the or—
dinance that would protect the

that issue.
She also said that lawsuits

bereavement and sick leave
when their partners are ill or die.

emies in Lansing will be swept
out of office, lessening the

get married," said George

chances of legislative retribu—

task force.

rights of Gay and Lesbian indi—
viduals.
"Incredible," said Saugatuck/
Douglas Human Rights Coali—

have residents who feel safer

question.

straight.
The Saugatuck City Council
voted 6—1 Aug. 26 to reopen the
issue of preserving human
rights regardless of sexual ori—
entation. More than 60 residents

Peg

the city‘s image and the dignity

ber elections, an unidentified

of the affected couples.
"This shows that there is a

during his 1993 campaign,

against the city did not appear

"One of the last bastions of

to be a concern.
"A human rights ordinance

discrimination against Gay

will not hurt this community,

Colorado Group Will

why not have (one) when we
with one in place," Sanford
wrote in her report to council

tion member Frank Rojek.
Rojek has asked to resume the
talks ever since the council

on them until after the Novem—

members.
While the Saugatuck group
forms, a 27—member task force
in Detroit has nearly finished

(AP) — The

a plan to extend health benefits

group that originated the con—
troversial Amendment 2, ap—

to homosexual partners of Den—
ver city workers.
Will Perkins, chairman of the

proved by voters but struck
down by the courts, will oppose

Colorado Springs—based Colo—
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rado for Family Values, said
CFV and a Larkspur—based
group called Family Research
Institute have joined fOICES,{0mm
push for a public hearing when
the measure comes to the Den—
ver city council.
"They don‘t really want to
have any public hearing,"
Perkins said. "They‘ll ram it
through unless we can convince
them with our evidence."
Paul Cameron, a director of
the Family Research Institute,
said the institute‘s data show a
higher public health risk from
homosexual relations than het—
erosexual unions.
CFV promoted Amendment
2, which barred governments in
Colorado from passing laws
protecting homosexuals from
discrimination. It was passed by
Colorado voters in 1992, but
blocked by the courts from ever
taking effect. The U.S. Supreme
Court declared it unconstitu—
tional in May.
The new proposal, approved
5—0 by the Denver Career Ser—
vice Board last week, would al—
low Gay and Lesbian city em—
ployees to register their partners
as "spousal equivalents" for
city—subsidized medical and
dental insurance.
The city council has received
the proposal and will act on it
in September. There is no re—
quirement for a public hearing
on this issue. However, discre—
tionary hearings can be held on
any council bill based on a
single request from any of the
13 council members.
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of

the

Closet,

Discussing

Kolbe‘s

Issues

and

Back

to

Politics

By Arthur H. Rothstein

for me not to comment on some of

nomic plan, saying the 15 percent

Associated Press Writer

these things when they come up,

across—the—board reduction was "a

like the Colorado (anti—Gay rights)

real good tax plan."

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Less
than a week after acknowledging

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities

Tax and deficit reduction can be

initiative."
He cited the job performance of

achieved at the same time despite

was

Rep. Gerry Studds, D—Mass., also

what some Republicans have said

ready to turn the focus back on

an acknowledged homosexual, as

before.

national policy issues like tax cuts,

one he would emulate.

he

is Gay,

Rep. Jim

Kolbe

Social Security and the GOP con—
vention.

sense," he said. "I think we‘ve got—

issues before his committee, and

ten ourselves into this box. I think

while he is asked to comment on

we can do both."

Aug. 7 he realizes Gay—issue ad—

Gay issues, "he hasn‘t made that

vocates may ask him for leadership

the focus," Kolbe said.
Some

conservative

Home: 375—9584

must deal with
House

Memphis

;f

reforming Social

Security before it becomes insol—

members gave him "strong words

Wisconsin Rep. Steve Gunderson

of encouragement" when the story

about to retire.

appeared in the newspaper, Kolbe

proval of health care and welfare

said.

reform legislation.

"I‘ve thought about this a lot,

Enrica Ramey

He also reiterated that Congress

Gay Republican in Congress with

and for the moment

Office: 377—1075

"It is not voodoo, it is not non—

Studds has concentrated on the

But the Tucson Republican said

because he will be the only openly

Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & Lesbian Community

Gay

&

Lesbian

vent.
Kolbe

hailed

Congress‘

ap—

I‘m taking a

During a meeting with the edi—

Welfare reform made the con—

position which may be naive, but

torial board of the Tucson Citizen,

gressional session one of the most

I‘m going to do the same issues

Kolbe said

productive

that I‘ve done before," said Kolbe,

that the GOP platform‘s anti—abor—

which

who has become a congressional

tion language does

Clinton from campaigning against

expert on free trade matters.

tolerance message.

Switchboard

324—4297
+

"But it‘s going to be impossible

he was disappointed

not contain a

in

will

the

last

prevent

30 years,

a "do—nothing Congress,"

Kolbe also praised Dole‘s eco—

24 Hours a

President

Day

Live Operators
Nightly 7:30 — 11

Kolbe

Information,
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Now celebrating our 20th year of operation!
Sharon

Bottoms:
A service of the

Custody

Fight

May
Parsons

Not

ruled

Aug.

Be
21

that

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center

Over
Ms.

Bottoms lost custody

of

By Bill Baskerville
Tyler may visit his mother in her

Tyler in

1993 when a judge said

apartment as long as Ms. Wade is

she

not there. He also barred Ms. Wade

mother because she

from speaking to the boy by phone.

and Ms. Wade en—

Associated Press Writer
was

an

unfit

RICHMOND (AP) — Sharon

(30/71/le

with

./

Bottoms, angry that a judge barred
Ms.
her

Lesbian

lover from

with her son, said Aug. 22 she may
revive her legal battle to win sole
custody of the boy.
A court ruling on Aug. 21
panded

Ms.

Bottoms‘

Bottoms also gets Tyler

gaged in oral sex, a

contact

ex—

visitation

rights with Tyler Doustou, 5, but
strictly barred her from seeing the
boy in the presence of her partner,

every other weekend, for extended
Christmas and Thanksgiving vis—

felony in Virginia.
A

Virginia ap—

its, and for a week in the summer.

peals

She had been restricted to seeing

turned the decision,

the boy

Mondays and Tuesdays

away from her apartment.
Ryder said his client will follow

but

court

the

over—

Virginia

Supreme Court re—
instated it last year.

the new visitation orders.

April Wade.
Both women said at a news con—
ference they
Henrico
Buford

were angry

County
Parsons‘

Circuit Judge
ruling.

When

asked if she would return to court
and seek custody of Tyler,
Bottoms said, "Possibly.

Ms.

I can‘t

predict the future."
Ms. Bottoms dropped her bit—
ter, three—year legal battle with her
mother, Kay Bottoms, and asked
instead for more lenient visitation
rules.
Richard
toms‘
Ms.

R.

Ryder,

Kay

Bot—

attorney, said he doubted

Bottoms would resume the

custody fight.
"They had sense enough to give
up this time," Ryder said. "If they
start it again they know they will
be subjected to sanctions" for pur—
suing a frivolous court case.
Ryder said Kay Bottoms may
seek child support from her daugh—
ter. He said he did not know if she
would seek support from the boy‘s
father, who is divorced from Ms.
Bottoms, has not been involved in
Tyler‘s

Deaf Queer

about

upbringing and was

involved in the custody case.

not

Resource Center
Receives Awards
The national Deaf Queer Resource Center, an or—
ganization which develops and maintains resource
information for and about the Deaf Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender Communities on the
World Wide Web, received two different five—star
Web awards this week!
DQRC was named as one of the most outstand—
ing sites on the Web by Q Planet. The Web site,
which averages more than 200 visits per day, was
then awarded the prestigious UK Freedom Award
of Excellence.
"We‘re very pleased to accept the awards," said
Dragonsani Renteria, DQRC‘s director and
webmaster. "We‘ve strived to provide a place on
the World Wide Web where the Deaf Queer Com—
munity can go for resource and networking infor—
mation."
DQRC, which turns one year old in September,
has received more than 60,000 visits to date. The
site includes organization listings, leather and AIDS
resources, a bulletin board, discussion forum and a
people section. The web site is located at: http://
www.deafqueer.org.
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the changing stages of life
doesn‘t have to be a financial challenge...
We know from experience that
That‘s why we call ourselves
selling a life insurance policy
Individual Benefits.
can reduce financial stress and
We normally offer 60 to 80%
help you gain additional control
of the face value of the policy.
over your life.
&
There are circumstances, however,
We also know that you‘ll be
where we may be able to offer
wisely investigating all of your
more — because for some, 80% is
options, before making your
simply not enough.
decision.
f
In addition, you should know
At Individual Benefits, we are
that Individual Benefits does not
known for our personalized,
deduct any fees or processing
custom structuring of each offer
costs from your money.
in an effort to meet or surpass
For more information: on the
the current viatical settlements
individual benefits we can develop
market rate.
for you, call:
INDIVIDUAL
BENEFITS
* A Viatical Settlements Company ®

1+800+800+3264
v A/
v.)
Asociation
of America
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Switchboard

Racks

for Beating —

Up the Calls

y!
24 Hours a Da
The computer—based voice—mail
If anyone had any doubts about
addition to the expected bar and
system, which operates only when
restaurant information, the Switch—
the need for a Gay and Lesbian
volunteer operators are not avail—
put
on
board also offers information
. Switchboard in our city, let me
able, can see which branches of
es
church
n
them to rest.
local Gay and Lesbia
information are accessed for any
and a list of counselors who accept
Since the Gay and Lesbian
given call. This information can
Lesbian and Gay clients. Also
Community Center closed its
then be analyzed to see, for ex—
s
listed are clubs and organization
Madison location in favor of tak—
ample, how many calls are for bar
loca—
us
and their contacts.
ing its programs to vario
information, how many for coun—
The Switchboard is not a dat—
tions in our community, the
seling information, etc.
ing service and does not offer
Switchboard operation has been
The Switchboard plans to ob—
voice—mail boxes to callers.
relocated and its number changed.
a printer for the computer
tain
se—
a
GAYS
with
Callers are presented
The new number is 324—
which will allow for more detailed
ries of menus through which they
(2437).
analysis. Currently, detailed infor—
may access information about the
The Switchboard uses a combi—
mation is limited to about 100
Gay and Lesbian community.
nation of computerized voice—mail
items which may be used up in a
to
num—
tors
the
d
opera
"We haven‘t tracke
technology and live
half a dozen calls, Cook said.
ber of calls for several years," said
deliver information, peer counsel—
In addition, consideration is
Allen Cook MGLCC board mem—
ing and referral services to callers.
given to free voice—mail
being
ber and switchboard coordinator.
In the 30 days since its move more
organizations listed on
for
boxes
of
d.
lot
a
logge
"We knew it was getting
than 850 calls have been
the Switchboard. The system can
calls, but couldn‘t track them in the
Contrary to what you would
be programmed to either automati—
way we can with the computer;"
think, the majority of the calls are
cally deliver messages to another
he said.
daytime calls for information. In
phone or allow access to the sys—
tem to retrieve messages. Imple—
menting this feature would allow
callers to access local groups they
Lcsw
Sheridan Lambe,
may be interested in and the group
d not have the expense of a
‘woul
Lcsw
Joyce Schimenti,
separate phone line. Many groups
list personal numbers of a local
contact who often complain about
crank calls when their phone num—
Specializing in
bers are publicized.
Although the computer—based
system expands the capability of
the Switchboard to 24—hours—a—
ling
¥ Relationship Counse
day, volunteers are still needed.
g
lin
nse
Cou
Volunteers work from their homes
¥ Grief
using a remote call—forwarding fea—
ling
nse
Cou
ety
nxi
n/A
ture to re—route Switchboard calls
¥ Depressio
to their home phones.
For information on training to
me a Switchboard volunteer,
beco
¥ Suite 605
e
Av
lar
Pop
63
62
call Allen Cook at 454—1411.
The Gay and Lesbian Switch—
901—761—9178
board is celebrating its 20th year
of service to the Memphis com—

Victim
p.m.
Sometime between 11of Aug.
ng
eveni
the
on
a.m.
2
and
, affec—
21, Edward Tankersleymany
tionately known to n senseas—
«"Crazy Eddie" was beate
less by person or persons un—
known.
was
At press—time Tankersley
Med.
The
at
in critical condition
te that
Sources close to him indicarecon
—
sive
he will need extenrepair
his jaw
structive surgery to
and face.
Tankersley was found near

Peach and Claybrook shortly af—
ter 2 a.m.
On Sat., Sept. 7, at 11 p.m.s toa
benefit will be held at J—Wag‘
assist in providing for somees.of
Tankersley‘s medical expensfrom
A large cast of performers
all parts of the city will come to—
gether in the effort.
all tips
The $3 door cover and rsley.
Tanske
to
given
be
will
Those unable to make theatbenefit
Star
can make a donation Ave.
Poplar
Search Video, 1411

Special Performance of
Jeffrey to Benefit FFL
and Meristem.
A special performance ofbenefPaulit LifeThere
will be a booth at the af—
Rudnick‘s Jeffrey willResource ter—performance
part with tickets
Friends For Life AIDS
for this year‘s
information
and
play
They
15.
Sept.
Center Sun.,
V Costume
Hats
High
Heels,
runs weekends throguh Sept. 22. High
Sat., Oct.
held
be
will
which
Party
(See review on page 8.)7 p.m. at Cir— 19 at the Peabody. The party
ben—
The play begins at at Ever— efits Friends For Life and is being
cuit Playhouse on Poplarwed by a co—chaired by Channel 5‘s Kim
green and will be follo
Granger.
theatre Hindrew and Mason
champagne party at the $15
call
information,
more
For
and
are
with the cast. Ticketsia,
272—0855.
at
es, Friends For Life
are available at Amnes FrienDabbl
For
ds
,
Video
h
Searc
Star

Feast for Friends
Mon., Sept.9 & Sept. 30
6:30 p.m.
$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
Peabody & Bellevue
V,

munity.

0

1S.
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|
Books & More for Women & Their Friends
930 South Cooper +(901) 276—0282
open Wed. — Sat. 10—6, Sun. 1—5
Friends
Bring Your

Still here,

after all

infected and
a service to the HIV
Feast for Friends is
with HIV
including people living
affected community
or AIDS,

these years.

!

their friends,

caregivers,

family and friends.
While the dinner is free,

those

who are able are

expenses.
a donation to offset
requested to make
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Submitted by Mike Reed

It‘s over now. The softball
games, the hassles with the um—
pires, the love affairs. We en—
joyed some — dreaded others —
benefited from all. We didn‘t al—
ways win, but when we look at it
from both sides, we are the bet—
ter in an understanding of the re—
sults or in a determination to
change the results.
From calisthenics to the bor—
ing tune of the "Hokey Pokey",
to chants of "Y G B G" (You Go,
Big Girl) to cheers, and the high
fives, each team had its own
spirit, its own pride. New uni—
forms, new bats and balls, but
most importantly, new friends
we‘ve made in our initial year.
A proud feeling was expressed
by all who were associated with
the BCSA— Bluff City Sports
Association. League spirit ex—
tended to many areas. This spirit
not only applied to the players,

Softball

more work than one person can
handle. It takes the cooperative
effort of many people and long
hours spent in preparation to pro—
duce a successful league. Com—
ing up with a format of bylaws
proved to be a long hard climb,
which often seemed never—end—
ing.
So in closing, what can I say
except that I‘m glad it‘s over.
Stylewise, this league was not the
epitome of perfection, but we
were ourselves and trust the
league is a true expression of that
fact.
a
Too often those who do the
most work or supply the small ne—
cessities are the ones who get the
least credit. It is at this time I
would like to express my appre—
ciation to the people who contrib—
uted so much to. the BCSA — to
James Williamson, commis—
sioner, for his leadership, pa—
tience and time to guide us with
our league; to Chuck Saylor, for
his professional advice on league
rules and great coaching. To the
other officers of the BCSA a sin—

but to the spectators as well. For
you see, many people are good
workers and potential leaders but
for some reason do not have the
time or do not make the effort to
develop leadership. Being a fol—
lower is not a shortcoming, for it
is he or she who fills the cheer—
ing sections at the ball games.
These people are the majority and
without them nothing could be
accomplished. Everyone follows
sometimes in their life. But re—
member, the majority makes up
a loyal and enthusiastic force that
is the nucleus for all activities
and successful projects.
The leaders of the BCSA are
the lively ones, for they think,
work, talk and do things energeti—
cally. They are the ones who seek
out new responsibilities. Every—
one is a leader in his or her own
way, though there are those who
shine brighter than others. These
leaders spice up dull everyday
life by ¥ inventing new ideas. To
produce a league such as ours is

cere "thank you for a job well
done." Finally to the softball
players of the Bluff City Sports
Association without whom this
league could not have happened:
"Y G B G‘ s" — You Go, Big
Girls ! ! !

Remember... there are greater
results than those which are
purely physical. We must be able
to say, "I‘ve looked at sports from
both sides now, from win and
lose and still somehow..."

PROUDLY SERVING OUR COM
MUNITY

* Fresh & Permanent Flowers
Plants, Gifts & More
Daily Deliveries
Corporate Accounts
Award—Winning Design

*
*
*
*

L2) anlc

KIRK PAMPER
A.LE.D.. PF.G.1.
800—769—5767
Cooper at Young

Blow Out Weekend
Signals

End of Season
Submitted by Chuck Saylor
The weekend of Aug 9,10,11
was to be filled with activities for
softball players & fans to indicate
the end of the first season of the
Bluff City Sports Association
Softball League, and what a
weekend it was. Friday night a
pool party was held where syn—
chronized swimming (not!) and
diving feats were performed (Do
belly flops count as dives?) Sat—
urday night was the first Mr. and
Ms. Bluff City Sports Associa—
tion pageant, where representa—
tives from each teamparticipated
in a strip contest for Mr. and a
camp drag for the Ms. category.
This was the big league fund—
raiser for the year to help pay for
the tournament and umpire fees.
The winner for Mr. Bluff City
went to Bobby representative
from Mid—South Vision Centers
Peepers who gave an eye—pop—
ping performance in the strip
competition. The Ms. category
went to Kitty Litter representing
J—Wag‘s Jaguars. The night was
billed as a fun night for all and
with the costumes and routines
by all representing their teams it
was just that and more.
Sunday was the end—of—year
league tournament held at Tobey
Park. At promptly 9 a.m. a prayer
was given by Rev. Greg Bullard
and play began. The weather was
most cooperative with cloudy
skies and somewhat mild tem—
peratures for August. When play
ended Sunday afternoon, Amne—
sia Haze had captured first place;

Pipeline Pirates — second; and
J—Wag‘s Jaguars took third.
The fan participation from
players and teams which were
eliminated earlier in the day was
tremendous. Each team had rep—
resentation there watching the re—
maining games throughout the
day. The Peepers by far had the
greatest in number of spectators
and the most vocal crowd there,

cheering everyone on as they
have been during the entire year.
The weekend blow—out was a
most fitting way to end the first
year of the Bluff City Sports As—
sociation — Softball League. To
all those who played, supported
and cheered from the stands a
hearty — Thank you! Next year
will be even better.

WWMMWLWWJM
YourDREAMSmustbe flet............OY

Bluff City Sports Associ
ation
Final Standings

|
Team

Wins/Losses

1. Amnesia Haze

14—0

2. J—Wag‘s Jaguars

10—4

3. Mid—South Vision Peepers

7—7

4. Amnesia Knights

6—8

5.

6—8

Pipeline Pirates

6. Cole—Haston Clippers

6—8

7. WKRBee‘s

0—14

http:member.aol.com.memphsball/b

esa

Special thanks to Miller Lite — Leag
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Charge by Phone: 901—276—5522
The Belle Curves Live
Sat., Sept. 21, 10:30 & 11:30
Karaokee bvery Mon.
at Backstreet
$2 Cover or $5 Beer Bust

i,

Wed. Disco Nights
$5 Beer Bust ‘til Zam |;
Thurs. $1 Longnecks ‘til Midnight
Sun. $1 Longnecks All Night Long
Backstreet is Open
7 Days a Week
Doors Open at 8pm
Open ‘til dam on Weekends
Come Play with Us
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Anita Ward
Performing Her Gold Single
‘Ring My Bell‘
And Many Others e Live
Sat., Sept. 14, 12 Midnight
$10 in Advance, $15 at the Door
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Queer Solence
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
gloated: one cartoon in a Gay pa—
per showed Anita Bryant shaking
There was a minor fanfare in the one
hand angrily at a flock ofgulls
Gay press, back in 1977, when overhead,
wiping something
ecologists George Hunt and Molly out of her while
eye
with
other.
Warner, of the University of Cali— This May, Hunt the
led
a group of
fornia, Irvine, announced their dis— Gays and Lesbians, including
my—
covery of "Lesbian" seagulls. The self, on a tour of Anacapa Island,
Channel Islands off the coast of an hour‘s boat ride from Oxnard
Southern California were thick
north of Los Angeles. Af—
with them, they reported: about 10 terharbor,
disembarking
clambering
percent (that famous fraction!) of up the steep clifftoandthe island‘s
the pairs in the breeding colonies summit, we gathered together flat
consisted of two females: the birds an open—air lecture. Some Boyfor
had sex together, set up nest to—
who were camping on the
gether, and raised their young to— Scouts
island
listened
but they started
gether, just like the male—female snickering whenin, Hunt
got to the
pairs. (For the eggs to be fertile, Lesbian part.
the Lesbian gulls also hadto copu— After the lecture, we roamed
late with males from neighboring around the island, eagerly check—
nests.)
ing out the hundreds ofgulls‘ nests
It‘s hard to tell male and female tucked
amongst the ice—plant.
gulls apart by their appearance, but But it wasin three
.. . three eggs
it was easy to spot the Lesbian . three eggs . ..eggs
and
it went all
pairs, because with two egg—layers afternoon. We couldn‘tso find
nest
in the family, their nests contained with even four eggs — let aalone
more eggs — up to six, compared five or six. (The scenery was beau—
with three for a heterosexual pair. tiful,
During the late seventies, the Sothough.)
what happened to the Les—
Gay movement was defending it— bian birds?Well,
this is the embar—
self against attacks from so—called rassing part. It turns
that the
Christians like Anita Bryant. Ho— rampant Lesbianism outamong
the
mosexuality was "against nature," seagulls of the 1970s wasn‘t quite
Bryant claimed. But here was bla—
after all. In fact, it had
tant same—sex eroticism among soa lot"natural"
to
do
with the millions of
creatures who were still in a "state pounds of pesticides,
of nature." Lesbians and Gay men DDT, that the Montrose including
Chemical

Company had been dumping into
the Los Angeles sewersystem, and
hence into the ocean. According to
Michael Fry and Cyndi Toone of
U.C. Davis, the DDT severely
weakened the male gulls, so that
many of them were unable to fly
to the islands to breed. This left an
excess of femalés, who then paired
with each other. After DDT was
banned, the levels in the marine
environment gradually declined,
and the sex ratio among the gulls
in the breeding colonies reverted
to 50:50. By the end of the 1980s,
heterosexual pairing had become
the rule again.
The way Hunt and other ecolo—
gists look at it, female—female pair—
ing is a natural response ofseagulls
(and some other birds) to an im—
balance in the sex ratio. Such im—
balances can occur naturally: for
example, newly—founded breeding
colonies often have an excess of
females, because the females are
more adventurous, while the males
like to breed wherever they bred
the previous year. And in these cir—
cumstances female—female pairing
makes good sense: two female
gulls are just as capable of raising
young as a male—female couple,
aside from the insemination part.
But the marked skewing of the sex
ratio in the Channel" Islands dur—
ing the 1970s, and the resulting
high frequency of Lesbian pairs,
had more to do with human wrong—
doing than with "nature."

AGEE
___ t_ —
There‘s a moral in here some—
where, which is that there‘s no
moral to be drawn from what ani—
mals do or don‘t do. We can find
animals that are peaceable and al—
truistic, and others that kill their
own siblings. We can find animals
that enter into lifelong monoga—
mous relationships, and others that
are promiscuous, incestuous or
polymorphously perverse. None of
that has much to say about what is
appropriate or natural behavior for
human beings. (Having said which,

I won‘t be able to resist writing
about the Gay sheep of Idaho in a
future column.)
Simon LeVay, Ph D, is well—
known for his research on the
"Gay brain." He is the author of
Queer Science (MIT Press, 1996)
and the co—author (with Elisabeth
Nonas) of City of Friends. He is
also the co—founder ofthe Institute
of Gay and Lesbian Education in
West Hollywood. He can be
reached in care ofthis publication
or at SLeVay@aol.com.

The MLS is now available to
you through the INTERNET!
http://www.realtor.com/
For a more detailed search or to
arrange a showing for any of the
listed properties call me.

Broker, Owner, MBA
854—0455
gmecolcom

Now with
DIGITAL SOUND
Sound so clear, you‘ll tasteit!

Deadline for
OCTOBER 1996 TJN:
SEPTEMBER 15
Publication Date: SEPTEMBER 27
Mail or Fax news releases, letters,
calendar items,
or contributions to:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 — Memphis, TN 381 11—
0485
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By Ed White
Associated Press Writer
BYRON CENTER, Mich.
(AP) — By June 1995, music
teacher Gerry Crane was a big hit
at Byron Center High School.
He had successfully directed
the school‘s first musical, Bel/s
Are Ringing. The marching band,
described by the principal as "a
joke" in the past, was hitting all
the right notes with the commu—
nity.
"Gerry Crane is one of our
best teachers. ... He has been a
good role model for our students
in how he conducts himself as a
professional," Principal William
Skilling said in an evaluation.
But that was before this con—
servative Grand Rapids suburb
learned he is Gay. Now, 14
months after that glowing review,
‘Crane, 31, has quit because of the
small town‘s hostility.
His personnel file, which is
open to the public, shows how he
went from rising star to a man un—
der fire, a teacher threatened with
dismissal June 24 if he even in—
directly talked to students about
homosexuality.
Although no specific piece is
mentioned, a memo from Skilling
that day questioned Crane‘s mu—

sic selections, which "focused on
the issue of tolerance and accep—
tance of all people."
"Your admitted advocating in
the classroom of diversity of any
kind and tolerance for all people
may be interpreted as teaching
tolerance ... for the homosexual
lifestyle," he wrote.
"Please focus on being the
best music teacher you can be,"
the principal said, "and leave the
other issues for the parents."
Crane quit July 26 in return for
a year‘s salary, $43,741, and
health benefits if he can‘t find
another job. He described the at—
mosphere in Byron Center as "in—
gesting poison."
The school board considered
firing him in December. Instead,
it condemned homosexuality and
promised close scrutiny.
Although he‘s gone, Crane is
fighting to clear his name. In Sep—
tember, an arbitrator will hear a
request to have several negative
memos removed from his file.
"They‘re garbage. ... Anyone
who reads these could see they
were a cloaked campaign" to get
rid of me, he said in an interview
at his home Friday.
School officials declined to.
comment. Superintendent Philip
Swainston said, "I‘m just glad

Safe

incl

Harbor

it‘s over." Skilling was camping
in northern Michigan this week.
In the spring, a student yelled
"faggot" at another student.
Crane stopped class, reprimanded
the offender and said, "There is
nothing wrong with being Gay."
The principal responded June
24 with a three—day suspension.
The penalty doesn‘t apply now
that Crane has departed.
"You are not to promote, ad—
vocate, raise or discuss, directly
or indirectly, homosexuality or
tolerance for homosexuality,"
Skilling wrote. "Any further vio—
lations will result in my recom—
mendation for your dismissal."
Crane said he teaches toler—
ance — not promotion — of all
people, regardless of race, reli—
gion or sexuality. For example,
if he interprets such themes in
music, such as songs in Disney‘s
Pocahontas, it becomes part of
the lesson.
"It‘s a value in the music. ...
To (school officials), it means
tolerance for homosexuals,"
Crane said.
He was also criticized for al—
lowing students to look at Cos—
mopolitan magazine and pointing
out misleading messages in pro—
vocative advertisements. Crane
said he was simply informing

teens that fancy jeans or a bottle
of cologne don‘t bring instant
happiness.
"Although your perceptions
may have been correct, your
judgment was poor," Skilling
wrote.
The principal‘s views on
Crane were not harsh before
news leaked last fall that he had
held a commitment ceremony
with his male companion in
Grand Rapids. He was hired in

1993

and

immediately

Skilling wrote that

him, and he credited Crane with
instilling "discipline and profes—
sionalism."
"Gerry

has accomplished

teachers to accomplish in two to
three

years,"
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The Holy Spirit is God, available

to and working through all who are
willing to place their welfare in God‘s
keeping.
Every person is justified by grace
to God through faith in Jesus Christ.

—
§
We are saved from loneliness, despair
and degradation through God‘s gift
of grace, as was declared by our Savior.
Such grace is not earned, but is
a pure gift from a God of pure love.
We further commend the commun
ity
of the faithful to a life of prayer;
to seek genuine forgiveness for
unkind, thoughtless and unlovin
g acts;
and to a committed life of Christi
an service.

The Church serves to bring all people
to God through Christ.

To this end, it shall arrange for regular
services of
worship, prayer, interpretation of
the Scriptures, and edification through
the teaching and preaching of
the Word.
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once and forever that all people are
likewise Children of God, being spiritua
lly made in God‘s image.
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of human birth, fully God and fully
human, and that being one with God,
Jesus has demonstrated
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or

That the Bible is the divinely inspire
d Word of God, showing forth God
to every person through the law
and the prophets, and finally, complet
ely and ultimately on earth in the
being of Jesus Christ.
That Jesus... the Christ... historically
recorded as living some 2,000 years
before this writing, is God incarnat
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That the Holy Spirit is God making
known God‘s love and interest to
all people.
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1661 Madison
Furnished Rooms for Rent — Utilities Included
($65 and up per week plus deposit)
Gay Owned & Operated
Home : (901) 722—9418

Office: (901) 726—9766
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What was the Alpine County
Project?
In October 1970, the Los Ange—
les Times ran a story about a plan
by the local Gay Liberation Front
(GLF) to establish a Gay colony
in Alpine County, California. The
ensuing brouhaha — which spread
to the national media and caused
an uproar in the tiny, snowbound
county itself — is a fascinating
episode that illustrates the
utopianism, the folly and the me—
dia savvy of the early Gay
liberationists.
The plan originated with a
speech by underground newspaper
reporter Don Jackson at a Decem—
ber 1969 Gay liberation conference
in Berkeley. Jackson‘s speech,
later reprinted widely in the Gay
and underground press as "Brother
Don has a Dream," envisioned "a

I

D

B/ I A N C 0G
County (nestled in the Sierra
Nevadashad10 only
miles 367
southregistered
of Lake
Tahoe)
voters. It seemed to Jackson and a
small group of supporters that the
planrequired
only willing
a few hundred
Gays
and
Lesbians
a three—month experiment.to make
the Meanwhile,
Los Angelesmany
GLFmembers
were frus—of
trated by the lack of media atten—
tion
to their atmovement.
Despite
theirattempts
public protests
and
pleas for Gay and Lesbian equal—
ity, thethe most
attentionTimes
they was
got
from
Los Angeles
an occasional story written by its
medical reporter.
So a group of GLF members
decided to use the Alpine County
idea as political theater, in hopes
of gaining the attention of the
Times and other mainstream news
outlets. Unlike Jackson and some
ofhis idea‘s boosters, the Los An—
geles
the Alpine
CountyGLF
projecttreated
as a publicity
stunt,
not
an
actual
plan.
They
calleda
newsconference at the GLFoffice

place where Gay people can be
free.... where a Gay government
can build the base for a flourish—
ing Gay counterculture and city."
He urged Gays to move en masse
to California‘s least populous
county, register to vote, and elect —
an all—Gay government which
could then use tax dollars to cre—
ate a Gay civil service, community
college, museum, hospital, and
other public facilities and services.
Jackson‘s plan was dismissed
by many as a quixotic fantasy. But
it was nonetheless exciting to many
Gays and Lesbians precisely be—
cause the legal and demographic
hurdles to actually setting up a
"Gay county" seemed relatively
small. A recent California Supreme
Court decision had required coun—
ties to allow new residents to reg—
ister to vote after only 90 days.
Also, the 450—population Alpine

sﬁreenwood
Hollow Ridge
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub « Country Club Privileges
~ (Rt. 4, Box .155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283
f

toandannounce
LesbiansthatwerehundredsofGays
already prepar—
ing to move to Alpine County.
Only the medical reporter from the
Times covered the conference, but
hisattention,
articlewith
quickly
storiesgained
soonnational
appear—
ing in the WallStreetJournal and
Time,
as well as on every network
news broadcast.
The GLF memberscontinued to
string out the hoax, announcing
new developments in their plan,
and
sendingCounty
a scoutingduring
party
up toevenAlpine
Thanksgiving
1970
to colony.
make
"preparations"
for
the
Gay
Some GLF supporters — men and
women —who read about the plan
in theitpapers
or sawandit even
on thestarted
news
took
seriously
planningfromto Long
move.Beach
One told
Lesbian
couple
Advocate they were planningTheto
open a "little country store" in Al—
pine County.
When the longtime residents of
Alpine County heard about the
plan, however,
they ofwerethe not
amused.
The chairman
Al— _
pine County Board ofSupervisors
noted the cold climate of the re—
gion and said that "no fruit is very
welcome up in our particular
county."
The
county
began towith
ex—
plore
the
option
of
merging
the more populous neighboring El
Dorado
founda
enemiesCounty.The
nationwide,project
including

SEPTEMBER 1996
New Jersey. fundamentalist
preacher who announced plans to
counterbalance
Alpinewithproject
by flooding the thecounty
mis—
sionaries
who
could
out—vote
the
Gays. One GLF member claims
that the Alpine County Board trav—
eled to Sacramento to ask Gover—
nor Ronald
Reaganto toAlpine,
stop the
Gays
from moving
but
that Reagan said that there was
nothing he could do under the Con—
stitution. Another GLFer remem—
bers
differently
—out that
Reagan
threatened
to
call
the
state
litia to keep the Gays out. mi—
February
the Inplananyhadevent,lostbysteam.
The 1971,
GLF
issued a statement that they were
abandoning
Alpine Countywithforbet—a
"more
temperatecounty"
ter soil and rivers. The media at—
tention
down,itsalthough
the GLFhadhaddied
achieved
goal of
being taken seriously by the press
asissue.a political
force,wasnotnota publicly
medical
The project
revealed
many yearsas basically
later. a hoax until
DavidBianco, MA, teachesGay
andLesbianhistoryattheInstitute
ofGay and Lesbian Education in
West Hollywood. His first book,
Modern Jewish History for Every—
one,
will beforpublished
thisHemonth
bybe reachedcare
History
Everyone.
can
ofthis newspaper
or through his E—mail address:
AriBianco@aol.com..
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Gay
nghtsAdPortaysPromwlnentGP|xed
By Andrew Blasko
them."
ing to the majority" that they were paign.
"With all due respect, the ques— actuallythehurt
Associated Press Writer
spots, when Dole and his outlawed.
tion of permitting same—sex mar— wifeInappear,
A second ad by the Human
a
narrator
says
"there
"Some
are
still
not,"
the
narra—
riage
isn‘t
about
love,
race,
height
Rights
Campaign featured a fic—
WASHINGTON (AP)—¥ TV ... or taste in clothes for that mat— was a time when a divorced man tor adds, as a smiling Lesbian tional political
consultant who ar—
ad campaign by a Gay rights group ter," said spokesman Larry Neal. would not have made an ideal can— couple appears on screen.
gues,
"This
is
the
issue Americans
drew criticism Aug. 5 for portray— "It‘s about Texas recognizing didate for marriage."
Kathleen
Jamieson
of
the
can
understand.
cares
ing mixed marriages and divorce marriage between one man and one As pictures of the Gramms and Annenberg School ofCommunica— about term limits orNobody
jobs."
by three Republicans, including woman and nobody else."
the Thomases are shown, the ad tions said that because of the non— The ad closes with an announcer
Bob Dole, as examples of unions Spokespersons for Dole and continues,
"there was atime"when judgmental nature ofthe photos in asking Dole and Congress to stop
that society once condemned. Thomassaid they had no comment. such marriages
"would not have the ads she didn‘t consider it a par— trying to score "political points by
The Human Rights Campaign Meanwhile, the conservative been accepted" orwere
"so shock— ticularly racist or negative cam— attacking Gay Americans."
ads attempted to show Republicans Family Research Council wasout—
that the issue of whether Gay
Spokeswoman Kristi
Panel Recommends Benefits for
couples should beallowed to marry raged.
Hamrick
laws that used to bar
"can be turned around and it can mixed—racesaidmarriages
United
actually hurt them," said spokes— States were meant toin thesuppress
Partners of Gay Workers
man David Smith.
Blacksand
have
nothing
to
do
with
(AP) — The panel that sets wages, benefits and work rules for Denver city employees
The ad featured imagesofGOP whether homosexuals should gain saysDENVER
insurance
coverage should be extended to employees‘ homosexual partners.
presidential candidate Dole and his the legal right to marry.
The
Career
Service
Aug. 21 voted 5—0 to include Gay partners and their children in the
second wife, Elizabeth. The spot "These ads really are offen— recommended benefits Authority
package
for
1997.
also showed Sen. Phil Gramm, R— sive," said Ms. Hamrick. "Mar—
Heterosexual
couples
who
live
together,
however, would not be included.
Texas, with his wife, Wendy, who riage is fundamentally for the
The
city
council
is
expected
to
vote
on
the
benefits package in coming weeks.
is of Korean ancestry, and Su— bringing together of two sexes."
Gay—rights
advocates
see
the
panel‘s
recommendation
as a groundbreaking victory for equal treat—
preme Court Justice ClarenceTho— Smith, of the Human Rights ment of homosexuals in Colorado.
mas, who is Black, with his wife, Campaign, said the ads ran 20
"It‘s part of a growing trend to equalize the workplace for Gays and Lesbians," said Mary Celeste,
Virginia, who is white.
times
a
day
on
television
stations
a
Lesbian
attorney.
A Gramm spokesman said the in San Diego — including CNN
But
opponents
the decision as an example of the "special rights" they have warned that
ad wasdrawing attention from the and the three network morning homosexuals wouldattacked
seek.
real issue ofwhetherone state must news shows — during the Repub—
Winning the benefits for Gay couples was a goal set by advocates after the U.S. Supreme Court in
recognize a Gay marriage that is lican convention.
May
struck down Colorado‘s Amendment 2, approved by voters but nevercarried out because of legal
legal in another. The House has "We‘re looking to deliver a challenges.
The measure would have prohibited any laws banning discrimination against Gays.
passed a GOP—backed bill saying message to people at the Republi—
Will
Perkins
is chairman of Colorado for Family Values, which sponsored Amendment 2.
states could refuse to recognize can convention," Smith said in
"We
should
be
doingsaid
everything
we canpanel‘saction.
to encourage stable,
traditionalmarital,relations, I think. |_
same—sex marriages, and President unveiling the campaign. "This is— it‘s a travesty," Perkins
oftheDenver
—
Clinton has said he would sign it. sue can be turned around and it can

Sunday nights are for fellowship:
SALSA PARTY AT CANCUN
RESTAURANT
September 8, 7:00 p.m.
$10.00 per person;

\=l
T

SERVICE OF ORDINATION
September 15, 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday nights are for learning and singing:
GOD AND POPULAR MUSIC
A Biblical/Theological Look at Your
Car Radio
7:00 p.m.
CHOIR REHEARSAL BEGINS
8:15 p.m.

CHURCH PICNIC AND
APPRECIATION DAY
September 29, 3:00 p.m.
St. Columba Episcopal Conference
Center

Sunday mornings arefor worshi and sharing:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
10:00 a.m.
HOLY COMMUNION, PREACHING, AND PRAISE
1
11:00 a.m.

CW,

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
Proclaiming God‘s Love For All People!
Scheduled Services:
10:00 a.m. — Sunday School
11:00 a.m. — Holy Communion
7:00 p.m. — Sunday Evening Service
7:00 p.m. — Wednesday Bible Study:
God and Popular Music

Holy Trinity is a

non-denominational,
Christian community welcoming all people.

T 1559 MADISON AVE., MEMPHIS, TN 38104 (901) 726—9443

s Club

se of Gay Fitnes

Licen

NORTH CHARLESTON, S.C.
(AP) —The City Council revoked
a health club‘s business license
because of worries the Gay men‘s
facility would operate as a sexu—
ally oriented business.
City Attorney Brady Hair said
it is not a homosexual issue.But
critics of Florida Fitness Facilities
said it was.
This is no health club," Jack
White, a teacher at Charleston
Christian School, said at Thursday

night‘s council meetmg "That is
a misnomer. There is nothmg
healthy about the Gay lifestyle."
The center, set to open during
the Labor Day weekend, bills it—
self as an all—male health club ca—
tering to Gay and bisexual men.
A flier distributed by the club‘s
advertising company depicts two
— nude men embracing. It also prom—
ised weight machines, a pool, a hot
tub and steam rooms, private room
rentals and a 24—hour, seven—day-

a—week, open—door policy.
William Klein, an investor in
the club and the sole supporter at
the council meeting, said the flier
was misleading.
"I want you to understand, we
are businessmen, and sex in pub—
lic places is not good business,"
Klein said.
That brought boos from many
in the crowd.
Members of Northwoods Bap—
tist Church came out to protest the
health club, which would operate
across the street from their church.
Mayor Keith Summey said he
would tell the business license in—
spector to revoke the health club‘s
license.
The club, which has 30 days to
appeal, failed to tell the city the na—
ture of the fitness center, and that
didn‘t give city officials a chance
to determine whether the club
would be a sexually oriented busi—
ness.
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antiques and fine collectibles

(901) 229—5877
Typing Services, Typesetting, Layout
& Design for
Newsletters, Brochures
Flyers, Advertisements
& Resumes.
Scanning Services and
Mailing List Management
Also Available
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NotShy
About Twisting
in Dispute Over Gays
Arms
sexuals
means
he
can
no
longer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Out—
spoken televangelist John Butler be a counselor for deputies and Elizabeth Taylor, a longtime AIDS
activist, says she has no problem
Book will no longer serve as the their families.
Those who work with the asking her fellow celebrities to
sheriff‘s office volunteer chap—
lain because of his criticism of sheriff‘s office must serve all open their checkbooks.
"I‘m very crass when it comes
people and not show bias against
Gay men.
Book, a longtime supporter of any group, sheriff‘s spokesman to that," she said on CNN‘s Larry
King Live.
Orange County Sheriff Kevin Steve Jones said.
"If they had a Jewish parade,
Taylor said she planned to ask
Beary, recently argued that the
the
sheriff
would
be
involved
Speaker Newt Gingrich to
House
department violated its own
policy by allowing a patrol car even though he‘s a Christian," open the federal checkbook when
and deputy to be part of a Gay— Jones said July 19 in Beary‘s she meets with him. She was in
pride parade in downtown Or— absence. "He‘s not endorsing the town to lobby for more funding for
parade. . . The sheriff is the sher— AIDS research, better access to ex—
lando.
pensive, effective drugs and the re—
Book called the parade a po— iff for all people."
Book said he had been so dis— peal of federal and state bans on
litical event, and said the sheriff
was quietly reversing his stand on mayed by the handling of the needle exchange programs.
Gay—pride parade that he sent the
The actress cautioned against
Gay rights.
Beary responded by sending sheriff‘s department a letter of letting scientific advances in AIDS
the preacher a letter, telling Book resignation before Beary told him research make people complacent
about the disease.
his public stand against homo— to step down.
"It might seem that we can re—
lax and.resume business as usual,"
she said earlier at the National
Take Out a FREE Personal in TIN
Press Club. "But this progress,
gained at such great cost ... is pre—
cisely why now is not the time to
@A4A IrA& AAvInAnooAv ArAr ArAb
turn back."
Taylor said she was proud that
Relaxing Massage — A Bright Idea For Every Body
wher fame had helped her raise
money and awareness.
"I think it‘s the only reason to
BODYWI SE
|.. haveclout. I think it‘s the only rea—
son to have fame — if you can use
j “ Customized Gift Certilcates *
b Corporate TOnste Massage
it to do somebody some good," she
© Out Calls Available
@ Olympic/Sports Massage
said on CNN.
@ Special Discount Packages Available @ Standard Therapeutic Massage
Take Pictures?
Hours By—Appointment
Share Them!
Send your
377—7701
pictures to
International Massage
Association
Member
TJN
(S
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111

s
Sheriff Dismisse
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Living Word
Christian Church
J. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
340 N.Oarlando
Memphis, TN 38104
Phone 2760—0577
Sunday Morning 1.0 a.m.
Sunday Evening
Webnesday Evening

6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"I will proclaim Thy name to my brethren, in the
miost of the congregation I will praise thee."
Hebrews 2:12 RSV
Join us in praise ano worship.
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Clergymen Accommodate Same—Sex Ceremonles
The Roman
Catholic
churchthe abidingby the spirit ofthe ELCA‘s
opposes
homosexual
marriage,
practice,"
Krempin
said.
Rev.
Willie
Van
De
Loo,
diocesan
The
Rev.
Keith
Schroerluckeof
vicar"Wefor wouldn‘t
priests, said.
Green
Bay‘s
FirstMethodist
United Method—
recognize
the
ist
said
regional
leader—a
union.
It
wouldn‘t
be
a
sacrament
ship
has
agreed
to
become
in our"I don‘t
sense know
ofthe ofword,"
he said. "reconciling conference."
any
(unoffi—
Itconference
is a symbolicis "open
gesture,andsaying
cial
officiatings)
but
you
can
al—
the
wel—
most
say
that
there
probably
are
coming
ofall
persons
regardlessof
some,"
he said.or be"Athepriest
who sexual orientation in the name of
would
witness
principal
Christ.":
minister
to
that,
I
believe
the
However,
theMethodist
official position
bishop
would
deal
with
them
per—
of
the
United
Church
sonally."
doesn‘t
let
pastors
perform
same—
"Same—sex
unions
are
not
sup—
sex
unions.
ported
byChurch
the of(Evangelical
"On this issue,
we,in likeprocess,"
a lot of
Lutheran
America),"
churches,
are
The Rev. George Krempin of Schroerlucke said, "and I don‘t
Grace
we‘ve
heard
the asfinalthe word.
Bay said.Lutheran Church in Green think
We‘re
trying
to
move
spirit
"Individual
pastors
who
would
leads
us."
perform a marriage would not be
Familiar Trappings With a Twist Offered for Gay and Lesbian Nuptials
By TerryPress
Wallace
riages,to therealso
was a everyone
political was familiar to all wedding—goers. Added event coordinator Angela help bridge some of the gaps."
Associated
Writer point
the
proceedings:
Exceptpairofbearded
for a few subtle
wrinkles
McCrovitz: "We felt this event could
loves
a
wedding,
regardless
of
—a
figures
for
the
DALLAS
(AP)
—
The
bride
sexual
preference.
wedding
caketrappings
top, for example
—
wasa
vision
in
white
laceandsatin,
Whether
or
not
the
unions
are
traditional
were
cel—
surrounded
by a court
of dashing
legally and
recognized,
JameshaveG. ebrated.
males
in
tuxedos
or
elegant
waist—
Johnson
Frank
Caballero
ThetheGaymessage
and Lesbian
Alliance
coats.
found
a
niche
in
the
homosexual
hopes
will
score
po—
"WILLTAMN CASTTE DDS.
But
the
bride
wasn‘t
all
he
wedding
business.
litical
points
at
a
time
when
the
General Dentistry
seemed.
Johnson,
a veteran wedding
de— proposed DefenseofMarriage Act
A
drag
queen
named
"Racine"
signer,
has
orchestrated
about
half
awaits
U.S.
Senate
approval,
pos—
was bridal
amongfairtheinmodels
at a week— of some 500 weddings over the sibly in September.
end
Dallas
topromote
past
yearat theCommunity
Cathedral ofChurch.
Hope The bill, approved overwhelm—
services
for
Gay
and
Lesbian
wed—
Metropolitan
ingly bywould
the House
earlier
thisin
776 Mt. Moriah Rd. + Memphis, TN 38117—5350
dings.
More
than
3,000
people
com—
month,
define
marriage
"It‘s
the
first
one
in
Dallas,
and
(901) 761—0527
prise
the
Dallascongregation
ofthe
federal
law
as
the
legal
union
of
a
it‘s
the
first
of
its
type
in
the
na—
nation‘s largest predominantly
manTheandlegislation‘s
woman. conservative
tion,"
said
Tres
Smith,
spokesman
Gay—and—Lesbian
religious
de—
forthe Dallas Gay and Lesbian Al— nomination.
House sponsorsare saytrying
"homosexual
liance.
GAYVON
Johnson
and
Caballero,
partners
extremists"
to
force
The
so—called
Gayla
Affair
was
in
business
forone
year,
have
been
by Dos Amigos — Memphis
Americans
tothataccept
Gay marriage.
billed
as
a
way
for
wedding
de—
life
partners
for
12
years.
Closing
perception
gap
is
signers, and
travelotheragents,
limousine
"There
aren‘t
many
companies
the billalliance‘s
goalsaid
as debate
over
services
vendors
to
dis—
that
handle
Gay
weddings,"
said
.the
continues,
CeCe
Cox,
play their
wares atthelinen—draped
Johnson,
of Irving.
"What
weof ourdo the group‘s interim executive di—
tables
throughout
Dallas
Gar—
is
customized,
where
a
lot
rector.
den Center.
competitors
offer
choices
out
of
"Thirty supports
percent ofGaytheandgeneral
But
given
pending
legislation
in
catalogs.
Catalogs
aren‘t
geared
to—
population
Les—30 _ s Pride Merchandlse at Affordable Prices!
Congress
that
would
prohibit
fed—
ward
Gay
weddings."
bian
marriage,
while
another
Tom of Finland Now In Stock!
eral recognition of same—sex mar— The paraphernalia on display percent is undecided," she said.
persons are God‘s good creation;
fully equal to heterosexual human—
ity and fully capable of practicing
self—sacrificing human love in life—
time partnerships," it said.
"We have not come to that con—
viction easily or quickly. Our con—
victions concerning this issue are
rooted in study and prayer. And
they have deepened as we have
witnessed the personal struggle
and Christian faith in the lives of
this congregation‘s homosexual
members."
Earlier this year, the Rev. Ken
Hull of Angel of Hope Metropoli—
tan Community Church in Green
Bay performed a union ceremony
for two couples. The MCC was
established for Gay and Lesbian
Christians.
"In the Gay community, we are
criticized because people say we‘re

promiscuous, but then they say you
cannot marry," Hull said.
&
The Rev. Joe Leonard of the
National Council of Churches said
nearly every mainline denomina—
tion has a segment urging greater
acceptance of Gays and Lesbians.
In the United Church of Christ,
Leonard said, it is called "open and
affirming," among Baptists it is
called "welcoming and affirming,"
and in the United Methodist
Church it is known as "reconcil—
ing."
"To my knowledge, the only
mainline denomination that has af—
firmed same—gender unions is the
United Church of Christ," said
Brenda Moulton, coordinator of
the Association of Welcoming and
Affirming Baptists of the Ameri—
can
Baptists
Community
Churches.

Germans Evenly Split on
Question of Gay Marriage
favored
granting57 percent
Gays thewere
rightop—to support equal rights in terms ofjob
HAMBURG,
Germany
(AP)—
marry,
while
Germans
may
be
generally
more
opportunities.
posed.
tolerant
than
Americans
when
i
t
Thea margin
Emnid poll
of 1,377
peopleor
The
Emnid
poll
also
found
93
comes
to
allowing
homosexuals
to
had
of
error
of
plus
marry, butaccording
the question
is still di—re— sexuals
percent should
of Germans
said homo—
minuspoll2.5of 1,019
percentage
points;
theer—
have
equal
access
visive,
to
a
survey
AP
people
had
an
leased
Thursday.
to the 85job percent
market.ofTheAmericans
AP poll ror margin of plus or minus 3 per—
The
Emnid
poll,
conducted
last
found
centage points.
month
for
Spiegel—Special
maga—
zine,
foundofficial
49 percentrecognition
ofGermansof
supported
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Gay
marriages,
while
48
percent
United Church ofChrist 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
were opposed.
In
the
United
States,
where
an
An Open and Affirming Congregation.
election—yeardebate
on
the
subject
Sunday Worship 9: 06 & 10:30 AM
ispollraging,
a
June
Associated
Press
Fellowship Hour between Services
found30percentofAmericans

(901) 388—9986

EXPLOSIVE
EROTIC
FANTASIES!
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GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Clergymen who notified their con—
_ gregation about plans for a same—
sex wedding ceremony said they
believe "homosexual persons are
God‘s good creation."
Wisconsin law, like those of the
other 49 states, does not recognize
same—sex unions. Congress is con—
sidering similar legislation that
President Clinton has said he
would sign into law.
Pastors Chuck Mize and Kay
Krejci of Green Bay‘s Union Con—
gregational Church, which is affili—
ated with the United Church of
Christ, have agreed to preside over
a service in a park.
Mize, Krejci and pastor emeri—
tus Charles Bagby sent a letter to
their congregation last month,
summarizing their opinion.
"We believe that homosexual

mma
JU
in a variety of locations.
Changes will indeed be a re—
freshing change. It is located at the
corner of Bingham and Poplar and
serves a full short—order menu. It
is an old bar, called first the Patio
and then the Horseshoe and has
been around for years. It has the
same sort of old neighborhood bar
atmosphere as the Western Steak
House on Madison with a little less
camp. It looks well broken in but
not dirty or grubby. It has a nice
little patio which is rentable for
parties.
If the Apartment Club is indeed
still open, this will increase the
number of saloons to 15, which
either equals or exceeds the record.
The Alternative Restaurant will
be opening for business for late
nights and breakfast in addition to
lunch starting this month.

by Vincent Astor
News flash! Lady A. enjoyed
being on vacation so much that
she has decided to stay on sab—
batical for a while. Correspon—
dence is to arrive frequently but I
am afraid you will have to put up
with me for a while.
Bar Stuff
R.L.P. Club X—scape
Blessed Event: Club 227,
Changes and N—cogNito.
Now don‘t get me wrong,
there is still a club operating at
the X—scape location, but the bar
(newly remodeled by the time
you see this paper) is called by
its street address, Club 227. They
are promising the highest quality
"La Cage" style of show with
production numbers, guest enter—
tainers and elaborate shows.
N—cogNito is located a 338
Front St. at Vance (some people
may remember earlier Gay incar—
~ nations of this bar) and is color—
ful and spacious with separate
table space. It contains a full
kitchen which will be useful and
will present entertainment. Both
clubs are Black Gay—owned and
operated.

MGLCC Corner
This month‘s MGLCC Potluck
will take place on the back 40 of
our own Faerie Castle at 2012
Oliver Ave. in Cooper—Young not
far from Meristem. Call 725—1698
for directions. This is the anniver—
sary month and there will be cur—
rent and past board members in
attendance. The idea is to take the
Community Center out into the
community by doing special events

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

MAGY.

Memphis Area Gay Youth

Peer support and discussion group

Call Jonathan: 725—7152

Leave Message
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impeccable grooming of an indi—
vidual who does not fit the usual
mold of the svelte, model—esque,
title—seeker. She was her big, flaw—
less self and it worked.
I had an experience, judging the
last Miss Tennessee, of spending
time with those whose entire lives
and spare mo—
ments are devoted
to the art. The art
of female imper—
sonation, yes, but
more so the art of
pageant competi—
tion. It is a whole
‘nother world and
mindset.
One

ee ey
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beer bust, just stay wherever you
are.

Other Stuff
Congratulations to Danny
Pride Corner
Staples, the new Mr. Gay Tennes—
Memphis Pride will hold elec—
see All—American. We caught his
tions for new officers at its regular
act at Miss Southern Elegance and
meeting this month. Pride goeth
were especially pleased at the
beginning in the fall and only af—
choice.
ter much organization and work.
Congratula—
New faces are needed in all com—
tions to State
mittees and, remember, Memphis
Senator Steve
now has a reputation to uphold.
Cohen who was
presented the
Benefit Notes
Summer Holiday
A special benefit toward the
Award for com—
medical expenses of Edward
munity service.
"Crazy Eddie" Tankersley who
Congratula—
was savagely beaten in a mugging
S could become in— incident on Aug. 21 will be held at
tions to Kofi, the
volved and even J—Wag‘s on Sat., Sept. 7, with an
new Miss South—
trash the politics, all—star cast.
ern Elegance,
the rampant com—
who hails from
Jeffrey, now showing at Circuit
petition (with the veneer of Miss Playhouse, will host a special ben—
Houston TX. Fine performances
Congeniality) and the rationale of efit performance to benefit Friends
were turned in by contestants
it in the first place. The up side, For Life on Sun., Sept. 15 at 7 p.m.
Tenisha Cassadine from Memphis,
however, is the caliber of perfor—
Tina Chandler from Knoxville, and
mance and a commitment to com—
Aurora Borealis from Ashville,
Lady A. Speaks
munity service that is part and
NC.
To Shannon Yarbrough who
parcel of this life. Though I was at was so unkind to us about the Tran—
Those who long and mourn for
first amused, then bored and then
the elaborate pageants of yester—
sitions revue. Angel. When you go
irritated by my fellow judges, who
year and those who travel miles to
to see Jeffrey, as we know you will,
live totally immersed in this stuff,
go to statewide or regional pag—
take careful note that none of the
the standards may be admired. The
eants would do well to look at what
actors felt it necessary to insert a
entertainers are impeccably
Kay Entertainment is trying to start
— disclaimer about their sexual ori—
groomed and gowned and have
in this area. Sure, the drinking and
entation in the program. Evidently,:
worked hours, days and years on they are too proud of their work
smoking is limited at such venues
their style and presentation. For the
as Theatre Memphis, but if it is the
and reputations to worry about
first time (and this is the 25th an— such. We only give good reviews
show one is going to see, the pro—
niversary of the pageant), I really
duction values are higher here than
when the show is good (see Jeffrey
was curious what Miss Gay
in any, I repeat, any regular imper—
review). From the worm to the ~ _
America would be like. A drag—a—
sonation venue in the area.
slug.
thon, yes, but an amazing one. It‘s
For the part of spectators, per—
kind of like the Olympics... there
haps a little foray into a theatre
Final Round
is so much high quality that it takes
once in a while should be a refresh—
I will add my name to the oth—
an extraordinary effort to win. Sur—
ing change. The audience at Miss
ers who will sincerely miss Den—
prisingly enough, the demeanor of
Southern Elegance was treated to
nis Kijowski. We had several
many titleholders is also very win—
a set (not just cardboard and
fundamental differences of opinion
ning, just like in the R G (real girl)
styrofoam that might fall down any
but I felt that we achieved true
pageants. One has to sell one‘s self
minute) and lighting and sound
mutual respect after the year we
and if it is genuine, so much the
equal to the caliber of performer
chaired Pride together.
better.
that is imported from all over the
He set high standards wherever
On the part of Kay Entertain—
region. There was no entertainer
he was involved and did not hesi—
ment, I want to continue to encour—
who was not titled, mostly with a
tate to throw all of his energy into
age their efforts, but I really do
state or national title. All were ex—
whatever he did.
believe that the omnipresent T—
tremely good with that special bit
So, enjoy that great, big Mardi
shirts on everyone visible do not
of star quality. No one performed
Gras in the sky.
enhance the atmosphere. Tuxedos
too long and most only once. Any
are not mandatory, but the event
technical problems from previous
Ta, ta.
might be enhanced by encourage—
pageants had been solved. The
V. A.
ment to dress up rather than down.
winner won her talent with an im—
For those who just go for the
personation of Patti Labelle and

J 61 i i Wa play by Paul Rudnick f
Circuit Playhouse
Sunday, Sept. 15, 7pm
a BENEFIT for FRIENDS FOR LIFE
Tickets $15
Champagne party with cast following the play.
Call 2372—0855 for more information and tickets
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or Gay rights. The abortion issue is losing is
potency, however, since even most Republicans
are pro—choice. Thanks to the imminent legal—
ization of same—sex marriages in Hawaii, the
GOP has found an issue on which they can ap—
peal to a majority of U.S. citizens. They have
introduced a bill defining marriage as only for
people of the opposite sex and which would
permit states to refuse to recognize same—sex
marriages from states where it becomes legal.
Even our most Gay—friendly President, Bill
Clinton, had to back away from actually endors—
ing same—sex marriage. President Clinton has
endorsed a Republican bill to negate the effect
of the legalization of same—sex marriage on other
states, and define legal marriage as between a
man and a woman, thus depriving the GOP of a
campaign issue. Once again, the Gay and Les—
‘bian community has been abandoned by its
political savior.
Until Gays and Lesbians spend more time
and money organizing and defending itself, we
will continue to loose political battles. This elec—
tion should be a wake—up call to the Gay com—
munity. We cannot win our civil rights relying
upon scientific experts or politicians to defend
us. We must organize, resist and fight for our
rights.
Jim Maynard, MA (sociology), is an adjunct
instructor at University ofMemphis. He can be
reached through E—mail at: 70450,354
@compuserve.com

People Change?
Continued from page 2
they quote, but I think they are closer to the
views ofBiblical writers, like the Apostle Paul,
than we are. I say change the subject; what the
Bible says or doesn‘t say is not the issue.
I‘m not sure which repulses me more: the
explicit bigotry and prejudice of the conserva—
tive religious right, or the tepid support of lib—
erals. Almost every liberal defense of Gays and
Lesbians includes the phrase, "They didn‘t
choose to be that way." It is heterosexist arro—
gance to equate the legitimacy of Gays and Les—
bians with a lack of choice. I cannot speak for
all Gay people, but I choose to be Gay. I don‘t
want to be "straight." While many people‘s
sexual orientation seems set quite early in life,
many people choose, or can choose, to be Gay
or Lesbian; just like some people choose to be
Republicans or ditto—heads. People have a right
to make such choices, so how or why people
make them is not the issue.
I predict that, having nothing else to run on,
the Republican Party will make Gay rights one
of its main campaign issues. The most effec—
tive strategy of the GOP has been to divide the
working class on social issues like abortion,
racial issues, school prayer, the American flag,

Mississippi
Continued from page 1
Tupelo—based American Family Associa—
tion, said Fordice‘s action "says we as a so—
ciety are not willing to accept homosexual
marriages."
"This is something that‘s common
sense," he said.
Polls show that a majority of Americans
disapprove of same—sex marriages.
Legislative bans, driven by the Hawaii
court case, have been adopted in a number
of states including Alaska, Arizona, Dela—
ware, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Okla—
homa, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee and Utah.
A bill passed by the U.S. House is also
pending in the Senate.
No decision is expected in the Hawaii
case before 1998. But some state and fed—
eral lawmakers fear that a constitutional pro—
vision requiring each state to grant "full faith
and credit" to the laws of other states would
require them to recognize Gay marriages
performed in Hawaii.
Evan Wolfson, an attorney with the
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund
in New York and co—counsel for the plain—
tiffs in the Hawaii lawsuit, called Fordice‘s
order "a cheap political stunt that he knows

|

has no legal and constitutional validity ...."
He said the order was "aimed at attack—
ing Lesbians and Gay men who seek the
same freedom to marry.
"Governors have no power to decree that
people cannot get married," Wolfson said.
"Who‘s he going to decree next?"
Wanda Henson, a Jones County Gay
rights activist who considers herself married
to her 12—year Lesbian partner, said "Gay
and Lesbian families deserve the same le—
gal rights as heterosexual families."
"Mississippi‘s governor is in deep denial
as to what‘s happening to its citizens," she
said. "Amid all the hatred that‘s going on
here he had big signs put on highway en—
trances saying ‘Only positive Mississippi
spoken here.‘ Oh, so that‘s going to get rid
of bigotry?"
Fordice said Gay marriages could in—
crease costs to businesses that would have
to provide insurance coverage and benefits
to a worker‘s partner. He also said Missis—
sippi has a law prohibiting sodomy.
"Why does the governor feel threat—
ened?" Henson asked. "Why does the Re—
publican Party feel threatened because of
Gay and Lesbian families wanting marriage
contracts?"
Editors Note: Associated Press Writer
Eileen Loh also contributed to this report.

Gay—Sex Ban
Letters
LESBIAN
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Continued from page 2
sales and recitals, yet won‘t admit they‘re
Gay.
Surely, if these men want to sing, yet not
be identified with a Gay group, they could
find a church or barber—shop organization
they could associate themselves with while
singing and cowering in the closet.
What Memphis needs is an openly Gay
choir that we of the Gay community can sup—
port and be proud of.
Surely, this new River City Mens‘ group
won‘t have the audacity to ask for support
from the Gay community for their concerts
and ticket sales.
Jim Norcross
Memphis
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line — a bar which would set a new stan—
dard of quality for locales of its size and
begin a tradition of special events and com—
munity involvement.
Dennis was personally very involved in
the leather/levi community and his bar was
the home bar of Tsarus which he always sup—
ported and served as its president. The Pipe—
line/Pipette benefits for AIDS
causes
were always elaborate with very high pro—
duction values. Most recently he put all of
his resources, contacts and energy into the
largest Gay/Lesbian Pride celebrations
Memphis has ever seen. His vision set higher
goals than anyone else imagined and
achieved those goals. He has sponsored drag
performers, leather titleholders and a soft—
ball team. He has been responsible for leg—
endary Mardi Gras celebrations and the Mr.
Tennessee Leather contest. He possessed a
joi—de—vivre which was a hallmark and died
peacefully in his sleep after a long battle with
illness.

Continued from page 5
Another part of the argument touches on
preventing the spread of AIDS. The state
maintains that the anti—Gay sex law discour—
ages sex between Gay men, who areat.the.=——
highest risk of contracting the deadly dis—
ease. The plaintiffs, in contrast, say the law
is intimidating and prevents people from be—
ing open about their sex lives and from be—
ing tested for the virus that causes the
disease.
The plaintiffs will have a chance to re—
spond to the state‘s brief; and the court isn‘ t
expected to begin weighing the case until
year‘s end.

Insurance
Benefits
continued from page 9
under Oregon law.
"So what we‘re really doing is system—
atically destroying the whole notion of fam—
ily," Mabon said.
S
The attorney for the women, Carl Kiss
of Portland, said the state Employees‘ Ben—
efit Board had forced homosexuals to pay
higher prices for replacement insurance cov —
erage that was not as good as state cover—
age.
"The statute says not only that you can‘t
discriminate.on the basis of sex, you also
can‘t discriminate on the basis of the sex of
someone with whom the employee associ—
ates," Kiss said.
3
Kiss said the judge based his ruling partly
on decisions following a 1987 executive
order by Gov. Neil Goldschmidt barring
state agencies from discriminating against
homosexuals.
Oregon voters in 1988 approved an ini—
tiative overturning the order, but the state
Court of Appeals later said the initiative was
unconstitutional.
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Jack Baker, the lawyer and
civil rights visionary who
launched the debate over Gay
marriage by marrying his male
partner, Mike McConnell, in Min—
nesota back in 1970, commented
after reading the transcript of the
House debate over the so—called
Defense of Marriage Act
(DOMA):
"If Gays are to prevail in the
Supreme Court, there has to be a
reason why they cannot be denied
the same benefits as others simi—
larly situated . .. . The reason for
Gay marriage is that they are in—
volved in the same institution per—
forming the same task."
Certain members of the House,
mostly women, used similar argu—
ments against DOMA. For ex—
ample, Rep. Nancy Pelosi,
D—Calif., stated rather simply: "As
a matter. of conscience, I am op—
posed to this legislation because
I believe it is a blatant act of dis—
crimination."
She even tried to define the es—
sential task or tasks of all mar—
riages. "What constitutes the
family is an individual and per—
sonal decision. But it is for all a
place where people find love and
support. If that happens to be with
people living together of the same
sex or of different sex, if it hap—
pens platonically or not, if it hap—
pens that they find comfort and
love and support, God biess
them."
Lynn Woolsey, D—Calif., who
has a Gay son, based her opposi—
tion to the bill almost entirely on
its discriminatory effects: "H.R.
3396 . . . tramples over the Con—
stitution .. . . Last month my
youngest son married a wonder—
ful young woman . .. . This bill,
however, would ensure that an—
other of my sons will never have
the same options nor the protec—
tions that come with marriage. In
fact, even the most basic rights of
marriage that my youngest son
already takes for granted, such as
the ability to visit his spouse in a
hospital, could be denied to his
brother, denied because of his
sexual orientation."
But Rep. Lynn Rivers, D—
Mich., may have given the most
germane testimony: "I rise in op—
position to this bill and I oppose
it with both my head and my heart.
My head, because my brain and
my legal training tell me that there
are constitutional flaws in this
particular bill. My heart speaks
even more strongly to tell me that
it is wrong. Wrong because in
America, rights are not for some
but not for others. We do not have
one—half citizenship or three—quar—
ters citizenship for some people

and different kinds of citizenship
three major departures from reli—
Human nature seems to abhor un—
the differences between the ac—
for another. We treat all of our
gious tradition: divorce, adultery
equal treatment of two people do—
tors.
citizens the same."
and fornication are no longer
ing the same darned thing just as
— Tim Campbell is a freelance
Rivers then used generic wed—
criminal offenses. Changing mar—
nature abhors a vacuum. The trick
writer living in Minneapolis,
ding vows that are accepted in
riage laws to let a new group of is focusing the perception on the
where he published the GLC
many churches to define the es—
persons contract marriage hardly
sameness of that behavior, not on
Voice from 1979 to 1992.
sential tasks of marriage as three:
seems like a bigger change than
1) to have and to hold (for better
any of those. Of course the reli—
or for worse, in sickness and in
gious groups will protest. That‘s
health); 2) to love and to cherish;
another Western tradition.
3) to be faithful until death parts us.
So how do we get from 67
These members of Congress all
votes against DOMA in the House
spoke out firmly against discrimi—
to a U.S. Supreme Court decision
~ nation, but with the possible ex—
recognizing Gay marriage? By
ception of Rivers their efforts to talking to the court very, very le—
define the essential tasks of mar—
gally about the relationship be—
riage were not particularly legal
tween sex and marriage.
in focus. That‘s probably because
Eventually, I think the Supreme
in order to talk about strictly le—
Court justices will buy arguments
gal aspects of marriage itself, you
with a sound, legal focus, even
have to talk about sex, "having"
when that focus is, of necessity,
someone in the Biblical sense.
on sex.
And that‘s a topic polite Ameri—
Naturally, too, as women be=
"cans avoid. Let me show why you
come more numerous on the Su—
have to talk about sex to throw preme Court, the power of
light on legal aspects of marriage
arguments against discrimination
itself, as opposed to fringe ben—
increase significantly. But many
efits of marriage, for example.
men loathe discrimination also.
First, there are long—standing
social, religious and legal tradi—
tions of allowing the legal annul—
ment of marriages that have not
been consummated sexually.
Second, there are equally long—
standing social, religious and le—
gal traditions of outlawing
fornication and adultery — that is,
sex acts that violate the marital
contract.
And finally, there are long—
standing social and legal tradi—
tions of recognizing common—law
marriages, that is, couples that had
been living together past a certain
length of time. That religious
groups thundered against these
marriages as "living in sin" under—
Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday
scores the expectation that the
couples were making love regu—
BEER BUST 7 pm — 10 pm
$3.00
larly.
On the other hand, there is ab—
Sunday 22nd
Jane‘s
solutely no Western tradition of
annulling marriages because chil—
dren were not or could not be con—
ceived.
Even
childless
common—law marriages have
been upheld legally by our courts.
In a few cases powerful people,
including Henry VIII, tried to use
nonconception to get out of mar—
riages, but in such instances,
popes and Puritans alike yelled
promptly and loudly that God was
not amused.
In short, traditional legal prac—
tices regarding marriage, annul—
ments, common—law marriage,
fornication and adultery prove
that sexual relationships are the
legal essence of marriage: With—
out sex, there is no marriage. Con—
3883 Hwy 45 N
comitantly, when there is regular
sex, there is also ipso facto mar—
Jackson, TN
riage. That‘s how things have —
been in the Judeo—Christian,
901—668—3749
Western world.
Note, by the way, that the laws
about marriage have already had
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By Butch Valentine
Happy to hear...
Thanks to
C.M. Dare, who took the time to
send in an intelligently written let—
ter to the editor (TJN—Aug.) be—
cause he or she disagreed with the
opinion expressed in this article in
July‘s issue regarding the use of
laboratory animals in the fight
against AIDS and other diseases. I
learned much from the informative
letter, but I still respectfully dis—
agree. We could debate this issue
endlessly, but we won‘t. However,
I would like to thank all the ani—

mals that may have died so that I
and the other 21 million infected
people worldwide may live longer
while this AIDS battle is being
waged. And. I will pro—FUSE—ly
thank them again when a.cure/vac—
cine is found.
Sad to say... Don‘t piss this guy
off... When Lafeyette, La.‘s Dr.
Richard Schmidt‘s girlfriend of 10
years tried to break off their rela—
tionship, he retaliated by injecting
her with the AIDS virus, telling her
it was a vitamin B—12 shot.
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Happy to hear... She has since
tested negative. Dr. Dick is being
charged with attempted second—
degree murder, and his wife is
sticking by her man. Sobbing, she
said, "He‘s a good man. He‘s not
capable of doing this." Wifey dear—
Hellooo... married man... girl—
friend... 10 years... WAKE UP!!!

Sad to say... Steve Gunderson
(R—Wis.), who had been the GOP‘s
only openly Gay House member,
is retiring after 16 yrs. of service.
He was publicly outed by Repub—
lican Righteous Wonder Bob
Dornan (R—Calif.) during a debate
on AIDS education in public
schools.
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Happy to hear... Gunderson
was overwhelmingly reelected
anyway. But now he is leaving the
House for a home with his lover
of13 years. In a New York Times
Magazine article, Newt Gingrich,
who trusted Steve and considered
him a friend, articulated Steve‘s
dilemma: "He‘s not liberal enough
for the Gay community and he‘s

Happy to hear... Cohen will
still be in Nashville doing what he
does best... standing up for his be—
liefs. Without him, the "other side"
of many issues would never be
heard. Good luck to Cohen, Ford
Jr., and to us.

Sad to say... San Fran‘s Can—
nabis Buyer‘s Club, which sold pot
to people with AIDS and cancer if
they had a doctor‘s note and a
photo I.D., was shut down during
a raid by state narcotics agents.
They think its a front for pot dis—
tribution under the guise of medi—
cal treatment. It was an affront to
close such a useful and far think—
ing establishment.

Sad to say... Advocate editor
Jeff Yarbrough felt he needed to
"out" a House Representative be—
cause he didn‘t vote on the "Gay
side" during the same—sex marriage
debate.

sides of the issue.

Happy to hear... The FDA has
approved the first urine test for the
AIDS virus. This is nifty, because
it doesn‘t require needles, and un—
like blood, urine poses no risk of
infection. Water sports ARE safe.

Sad to say... Career changes for
people with chronic illnesses, i.e.
HIV or diabetes, and who are still
able and willing to work, are usu—
ally quashed because they fear they
won‘t be able to get health insur—
ance because of their preexisting
condition. _
Happy to hear... Not to worry
as of July 1, 1997. Congress passed
and the POTUS signed the port—
ability insurance bill, allowing
people who leave a job for any rea—
son to keep their insurance if they
pay the premiums. Check out the
details before you make your de—
cisions.

Happy to hear... The Memphis.
Board of Education revised its
policies on AIDS. It will protect
the confidentiality of students and
employees with AIDS, practice
Sad to say... Bob Dole picked
nondiscrimination of employees Jack Kemp instead of Barney as his
with AIDS, and remove the old _ VPOTUS candidate. Oh well. Only
AIDS—related complex (ARC) ter— 52 of the 1,990 delegates to the
minology. Congrats—welcome to conventionlack. Didn‘t it look like
1996.
"The White Million Man March"?»

Happy to hear... The Interna—
tional Olympic Committee had the
integrity to honor Greg during the
opening ceremony for what he
truly is — a gifted, history—mak—
ing gold—medalist.

Happy to hear... Yes, his hand
was forced, but six—term moderate
Jim Kolbe (R—Ariz.) outed himself
with "some relief, certainly there‘s
no embarrassment." Kolbe be—
lieves that each state should define
marriage the way it chooses.
Kolbe, 54, is up for reelection and
is receiving support from many
congressional colleagues on both

trict Congressional race. A won—
derful opportunity was lost to send
a man of his stature to D.C.

Happy to hear...
It was a
golden opportunity for thousands
of people who feel they will prob—
ably never be infected/affected to
hear her story... again. I have met
Mary, and she is a beautiful, articu—
late and warm lady. Hopefully,
Republicans nationwide heard her
message this time.

Sad to say... Much ado about
something... NBC chose not to
have diving great Greg Louganis
as a commentator for the Olympic
diving events. Wasit because he‘s
Gay? Or HIV+? Or were they just
hellbent to find someone pretty
lousy to do the job?

<TH
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not straight enough for the conser—
vative community." Will the real
Newt please stand up?

Sad to say... The GOP has once
again used PWA speaker Mary
Fisher during the recent conven—
tion so that they may appear to ac—
tually care about the issue.

Sad to say... Maryland‘s state
appeals court has ruled that a rap—
ist who was aware he had HIV
can‘t be convicted of assault with
intent to murder. He will, though,
serve a life sentence for the rape.
The judge probably figured the
rapist‘s getting his jollies forcibly
was much more serious than fore—
ibly passing on a deadly virus .

a

*s

Happy to hear... No one locally
would take on the issue, so they
had to go all the way to the state‘s
attorney general to get the order to
raid the place. S.F. County Sheriff
Mike Hennessey said he won‘t en—
force the order to close the club.
Awesome, dude.
x
Sad to say... Only one in 100
Caucasians of European ancestry
is genetically resistant to HIV. Sci—
entists say this number is surpris—
ingly high. Not high enough, I say.

Happy to hear... Theydidn‘t.—
bash us like they did 4 years ago.
It‘s good to see there are signs of
life on Mars and in the Republican
Party.
Sad to say... Jackson National
Life Co., in Mississippi took con—
fidentiality too far. Mr. Deramus
tried to transfer his policy to JNL
in 1988, but was turned down for
medical reasons. Soon he became
very ill and the doctors couldn‘t
figure out why. When Deramus
requested the results from his
exam, JNL refused to disclose its
findings. He was finally diagnosed
with AIDS after 18 months, but
JNL did not disclose his illness
until 9 DAYS before he died in
1991!

Happy to hear...
Mrs.
Deramus, who was trying to get
pregnant, has tested negative, but
is suing. She lost the first round
because the company was not le—
Happy to hear... It‘s what‘s in gally obligated to disclose. The
the jeans — er, genes — that count! —. decision is being appealed. JNL
Newly discovered mutant genes has since changed its disclosure
that deny a doorway for the HIV policy, and a bill is pending before
to enter a cell have blessed these * Congress to require disclosure by
souls with good health even after insurers nationwide.
repeated unsafe sex with infécted
persons. Some new drugs "are be—
Sad to say... According to the
ing tested already," according to tabloids, there is a feud between
Dr. Robert Doms of the U. of Penn. Elizabeth Taylor and Sharon Stone
Even a vaccine could be produced on who‘s leading the fight against
form this discovery. Keep your fin— AIDS. Sez Liz, "That‘s the stupid—
gers crossed.
est thing I‘ve ever heard. We‘re
talking about a killer disease the
Sad to say... Steve Cohen lost government is dragging its heels
to Harold Ford Jr. in the 9th Dis—
See Sad to Say on page 32
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ADVENTURES IN TWO—STEPPINC
Fiction by
Michael Schiefelbein

_

Summary of Part 2
Neil Korenski, a closeted Mem—
phis real estate agent, breaks up
with his doctor boyfriend Douglas
because he is too openly Gay. They
are both members of Western
Stars, a Gay country western
dance club. Determined to con—
tinue dancing, but to avoid Dou—
glas, Neil talks his friend Deland
into joining a straight dance club,
disguised as a heterosexual couple
—with Neil in drag. The masquer—
ade goes smoothly untilJohn Sand—
ers, a straight co—worker ofNeil‘s,
shows up at the club. Uncertain
whether John, whose respect he
highly values, has recognized him
in drag, Neil dreads returning to
work.

Part 3 of 3 Parts
Neil called in sick the next
morning. He couldn‘t bring him—
self to face John at the office. Be—
sides, black pencil still darkened
his eyebrows even though he‘d
scrubbed his face raw before go—
ing to bed. He stuffed his costume
and wig into a paper bag and
dropped it down the garbage chute.
Then he put on a Rachmaninoff
CD, brewed himself a cup of cof—
fee from the vanilla—flavored beans
he ground himself, and nestled un—
der a comforter on the sofa. The
floor to ceiling windows of his
apartment encased the gray sky and
expanse of treeless land on the Ar—
kansas side of the river. An occa—
sional flat—bedded vessel eased
across the water.
The violins of the concerto
swelled beneath the lofted ceilings.
Neil closed his eyes and let the
music wash away all thoughts of
the previous night. By the time he
went down to the street for lunch,
he felt far removed from anything
unpleasant.. And when he played
his messages back upon returning,
he was able to ignore the simple
one from Douglas: "I miss you."
At least he could ignore it until he
sat alone that night in the hollow
white room where TV voices
bounced from wall to wall.
Sara Jane Kensey, the front
desk secretary of Bennet—McDare
Realty, stuffed a handful of tele—
phone memos into Neil‘s hand the
next morning as soon as he arrived
at the office. Her chaotic moosed
tresses conjured up Medusa for
Neil.
"Use your beeper. That‘s why
you have it." She peered up at him
through enormous designer
frames. "You don‘t look sick to
me."
"You win. I took a madcap trip

to the Bahamas yesterday." He
took a swallow from her coffee
mug.
She smirked at him. "Right.
Give me your disease."
Neil thumbed through the
memos, reluctant to enter the larger
office where he could hear agents
on phones. But he grabbed the
newest publication of listings and
pressed ahead. A small woman
with dark hair and almond—shaped
eyes, waved to him over the low
wall of her cubicle.
She: —cradled~ the
phone between her
chin and shoulder
and scribbled furi—
ously on a clipboard.
He mouthed, "Hello
Janine," and saluted
the balding man in
the cubicle next to
hers. The man was
chattering away into
his receiver and lick—
ing his fingers. He
pointed to a box of
doughnuts on his
desk. Neil declined
the offer with a wave.
Most of the other cu—
bicles were occupied
by youngish men in
ties and women in suits, all paging
through listings or jotting down
information, or reviewing con—
tracts with clients.
It was not until Neil had re—
turned two phone calls at his own
desk and booted up his computer
that he found the nerve to glance
over at John‘s cubicle. All he could
see was the back of a woman‘s
head and the V—shape of John‘s
hairline. When John got up and
made for the coffee machine near
Neil, Neil swiveled around in his.
chair and picked up the phone. Out
of the corner of his eye, he watched
John‘s black Oxfords as he poured
the coffee. Neil mentally crossed
his fingers. But a hand appeared in
front of his face. When Neil looked
up, John scribbled on his yellow
legal pad: "Lunch, today at Yan‘s."
He held up one finger to signal the
appointed time, and pivoted around
before Neil could refuse.
Arriving first at the restaurant,
Neil asked for their usual booth
beneath gold—leafed figures carved
on a gigantic scene of the wall of
China. Neil gulped his water as
though it were August instead of
February and stared into a menu
he already knew by heart. He won—
dered if John had summoned him
there for a confrontation. If he had,
he decided, he‘d try Deland‘s idea
about the performance at the Lariat
being a joke. He might believe that.
Some kind of Mardi Gras dare.
"Hey, what‘s up." John slid into
the Naugahyde seat across from
him. He unrolled his silverware
from the napkin and spread it out

on his lap. His white shirt was
pushed up to the elbows.
Neil swallowed more water.
"Busy morning. I‘m showing the
Hollings place on Kimbrough to—
day. She‘s been a bitch about
terms." He accidentally knocked a
spoon off the table
"Really?" John picked it up. He
thanked the waitress for his water
and requested a pot of tea and an
order of Shrimp Lomein.
Neil said he only wanted Won

since Neil was finished for good
demand—braving the flames to
with the Memphis Two Steppers.
find the exit or steering the car into
That night on the phone Neil
an embankment to avoid a head—
admitted to Deland how stupid
on collision. Not long ago, the
he‘d been and how he would just
news reported the case of a man
put all this out of his mind.
who cut off his own leg with a pen
"Well, its too bad. That‘s all I
knife when he was trapped beneath
can say. That dance floor was
a fallen tree during a blizzard. Such
huge."
people give no thought to the qual—
"You could still go."
ity of the lives they are saving. In
"And tell them what, that Chloe
fact, while in other circumstances
had a fatal accident and I‘m just
they might consider suicide to es—
trying to carry on with my life?"
cape unbearable facts, when faced
Deland voice trailed
with these immediate dangers they
off into a feigned sob.
simply move into action, and they
"That‘s right. You
do so precisely because they do not
could tell them I
stop to think.
committed suicide
From the moment Neil received
and milk them for
his name tag to the end of the day,
drinks all night.
he acted with the same sort of sur—
They‘d
probably
vival instinct, albeit not one sum—
even match you up
moned because of any jeopardy to
with somebody."
his physical life. He quickly re—
"Maybe John."
hearsed his explanation about ac—
"I don‘t think so."
cepting a dare to enter the Lariat
Neil‘s voice con—
in drag. He recited it to John, who
veyed the smirk on
grinned at first as though he were
his face.
playing along with a joke, then
The rest of the
looked confused, then disap—
week whizzed by.
pointed, and finally chastened. He
Two closings, a num—
offered an obligatory "Wow, what
y—to—w imal
ber of showings,—an= i
He chas
incredibly good offer
his head and thumped Neil on the
in the works—Neil
back, and returned to a contract at
Ton Soup. "Not feeling that well,"
was driven day and night. He spent
his desk. But he looked distracted
he explained to John as he returned
most of the weekend showing
and hurt when Neil glanced up at
his menu to the waitress.
property, too. Dinners were all take
him a few minutes later. Neil did
"You think its the flu or some—
out or delivered to the office. When
not absorb that look. He did not
thing?" John studied him over his
he finally got home at night he took
consider what, if anything, he
water. Was he playing with him?
a hot shower, climbed under the
might have lost. His mechanical
"Something. I dunno. 1 guess
sheets and was out almost in—
momentum continued like that of
the flu‘s going around."
stantly. Nothing threatened to
a wound watch. He called clients.
"So, old lady Hollings is screw—
make him think until the next
He reviewed contracts. He in—
ing things up?"
Tuesday morning when he opened
spected a property. He went to the
"Yeah." Neil was finding it hard
an envelope that had been left on
bathroom three or four times, ate a
to look into John‘s eyes. He fo—
his desk. Inside was a piece of plas—
sandwich for lunch, and responded
cused on a platter of fried rice on a
tic embossed with a lariat, and in—
when other agents asked him a
nearby table. "She had agreed to
side the lariat was the name
question. He looked in the mirror,
185,000. Now she says 200. The
"Chloe." The accompanying note
once, to comb his hair before
buyers won‘t go to 200, I know."
said, "Our name tags came in last
showing a house in Midtown.
"Financing‘s all taken care of _ night. Thought 1‘d bring you
It was 5 o‘clock. Yellow
already, isn‘t it?"
yours." He shot a glance in the di—
patches from the setting sun sat on
"Yeah. Listen. Pll be right
rection of John‘s desk. John looked
the roof and porch and shutters of
back." Neil slid out of the booth
up at him and smiled.
the house. The windows melted
and headed for the men‘s room. He
Who knows how in times of di—
into light. Neil got the key from the
wet a paper towel and held it over
saster,— some people are able to
lock box and waited only a few
his eyes. He took a couple of deep
move automatically into the ac—
minutes before a young couple
breaths and got control of himself.
tions necessary for self—preserva—
When he returned, their order
tion, no matter what they
See Two—Stepping on page 32
was on the table. John had already
filled his plate.
"You okay?" He stabbed a
Need a
shrimp with his fork and inspected
Neil as he raised it to his mouth.
PERSONAL GIF
(£3)
For a fleeting moment, Neil
considered confessing everything,
but came to his senses. "Yeah, I‘m
fine."
The rest of the meal was per—
fectly normal. The same bantering.
The same descriptions of property
hassles. Nothing personal. No in—
timations about the Lariat Club.
Neil decided that he had been para—
noid. John could not possibly have
recognized him, and he never
would have the chance to do so
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therapy,
her
act
includes
"a
death—defying
escape"
from
her
grandmother‘s
girdle!) "Whatnot
otherpeoplethinkofmedoes
my life"andanymore,"
saysa per—the
outsonrun comic,
that
gives
tremendous artistic free—
dom."Shealso
returned
to pounding
theHomokeyboard
to
produce
The
Handbook.
For
both
ven—
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Cartercoming—outexperiences
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personal
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"I
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Judy Carter‘s Homo Handbook — Don‘t Come
closet ("It‘s amazing to me how
never—ending coming—out pro— webs we weave with deceptive
By Ed Karvoski, Jr.
cess.
many people are gay only when
pronouns: "Pronouns make it
"In my business of stand—up hard to keep our sexual orienta—
they‘re drunk"); to an examina—
Just in time for National Com—
comedy, timing is everything," tion a secret when coworkers ask
tion of personals ads ("Writing a
ing Out Day (Oct. 11), The Homo
states the author. "The same is us about our weekend. ‘I had a
personals ad can be better than
Handbook: Getting In Touch with
true in coming out to others. ... great weekend with... THEM.
therapy, and at 25 cents a word,
Your Inner Homo (Fireside
Sometimes there are things we Now they don‘t think you‘re
it‘s a lot cheaper"); to safer sex
Books/Simon & Schuster), by
have to deal with before we are queer — just a big slut!") "Be—
hints ("It‘s hard to protect our—
stand—up comic Judy Carter, of—
ready
to come out."
selves from another person‘s en—
ing authentic on stage has always
fers both chuckles ‘and solid ad—
ergy, but it‘s easy to protect
Prior
to penning The Homo been very important for me, so I
vice for anyone who‘s been in the
ourselves from another person‘s Handbook, Carter wrote the book
felt really horrible," says Carter
closet longer than it takes to grab
on
stand—up
comedy.
Literally.
viruses"), Carter‘s 10—step strat—
of her closeted performing days.
a coat. From her critique of the
egy guides readers through the
She‘s
the
author
of
Stand—Up
That‘s when she took time off
top 10 excuses for staying in the
Comedy: The Book (Dell Books), from the road and wrote Stand—
which is in its fifth printing and Up Comedy: The Book, a how—to
has been featured on Oprah, En— primer for budding humorists.
tertainment Tonight, and even Spurred by the book‘s whopping
ABC World News. One of the first success, Carter began conducting
women on the stand—up circuit, stand—up—comedy workshops. "I
FES CARPETC
the Los Angeles—based comic started teaching other people how
began her career in 1975. She to be who they were," she says.
Carpet = Upholstery
CARE
spent more than 15 years on the "I noticed that some of my stu—
-Trucks Car Interiors
road opening for everyone from dents were Gay but not out, and
Pat Boone to Prince, and she was sawthat they could not tap into
a regular on The Merv Griffin their creativity because every
Show.
idea had to go through this self—
* Steam Clean
* Furniture Moved
"When I first started doing imposed filter. And that filter
* Pretreat
* Stain Removal
stand—up, I wasn‘t aware that I doesn‘t just filter out that they
* Deoderizer
* Rust Removal
was Gay," says Carter. "About might say something that reveals
* Disinfectant
* Pet Odor Control
five years into my comedy career, that they‘re Gay, like saying the
1 came out in my personal life. word ‘lover‘ or something; the
Carpetcuaro Avairasie
My life changed, but my act re— filter filters everything. It was
something I
—
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
mained the same, except that I really difficult for them to be straight."
24 Hour Service®
LEE WATSON
327—6165
began avoiding pronouns." (The
Who is this book for? "This—
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES || handbook addresses the tangled their spontaneous selves, and I book is for you no matter where —
saw how much damage that
you are in your journey to be who
caused."
®
=
After several years of teach— you are," writes:
over,
the
author
states,
"This
ing, she decided to return to the
stage
— "and I had to be an out book is for me. Writing this book
Sad to Say
Lesbian," she says. Now, Carter has been my next step in my pro—
Oe
Continued from page 30
bills herself as "Just Another cess of coming out."
Jewish
Lesbian Comic—Magi— Ed Karvoski, Jr., is the author
on. »
“30049
cian." (In addition to tackling of the forthcoming book A Funny
subjects such as Lesbian relation— Time to Be Gay, which will be
GLEN
Happy to hear... Almost form ships,
political correctness and published in January.
BED &
the beginning ofthe AIDS debacle
BREAKFAST
Liz has been an ardent leader in the
INN
VICTORIAN
fight
against AIDS. In July she
#7
Lema
St.
—
announced
that her foundation is
Eureka Springs, At72632
about turning the front bedroom
giving $500,000 to the American
into a nursery. He heard him com—
Two—
Foundation for AIDS Research
*— pare the house to his parents‘ first
(AMFAR). She gets an "atta girl"
home.
for her determination and generos— Stepping
When they called him back in
ity.
Continued from page 31
to ask for a printout on the place,
>
=
in a Jeep Cherokee. The he brought in his briefcase. As he
to say... Ralph Reed and drove upout
first and came around pulled: out the paper, he suddenly
SpiritualResources in the Memphis/4m; his Sad
Christian Coalition was a ma— tomanhisgotwife‘s
side of the car to help found it difficult to breathe, and
jor force in the Gay bashing dur— her out. She was
pregnant. He put then his stomach turned and his
ing the 1994 elections that saw the his arm around heras
head started pounding. He was
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Republicans take both the House up the walk, bundledsheinlumbered
camel bent over, trembling, immobilized.
and Senate, and they were a major coat and scarf. He wore aa trench
Connection Center — 761—3435
sheet fell from his hand. The
presence at the convention in San coat. A white collar stuck out of it. The
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
man
came to help, but Neil pushed
Diego.
He shook Neil‘s hand very firmly. him away. He managed to make his
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Restrained eagerness animated his feet move and fled to the bathroom.
Happy to hear... The Christian eyes.
Living Word Christian Church —276—0577
fell to his knees before the toi—
Coalition stayed at the Sommerset Inside, the couple walked from letHe and
wretched. He eyes watered.
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Suites Hotel in the Hillcrest area, room to room. His heels pounded He epughed.
He stood up and
San
Diego‘s
premier
Gay
neigh—
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
the oak floors, especially on the washed at the sink. Thank God the
borhood.
There
is
sweet
justice
af—
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
stairs. He made it a point to seruti— . water had not been turned off, he
ter all. I can‘t stop laughing.
nize the water heater and grill Neil thought.
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
"You okay?" The man looked
about the condition of the roof. She
Happy
to
hear...
The
wife
is
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
— demanded information about the up from the contract. His wife was
always
the
last
to
know.
"Let
me
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
neighborhood, about lighting on talking to her mother on a cellular
put it this way. I‘ll never surprise the
about the trash pick up. phone.
anybody coming home... as long as But street,
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
"I think ‘ll survive." Neil re—
when Neil left them alone in
I
live.
I
call
first."—Liza
Minelli
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
front of the fireplace, he saw from peated the words several times in
on
how
she
learned
her
then
hus—
Space donatedas apublicservicebythe Triangle JournalNews band, the late Peter Allen, was the kitchen their shadows embrac— his mind.
ing. He heard her excited whisper
SC
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YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT I‘m a hot 19
year old college student looking for older men
who know how to have a hot time. (Memphis)
24236
SALT LOOKING FOR PEPPER I‘m a Bi
ite male looking for a Bi or Gay Black male
30‘s or 40‘s. I‘m a laid back type of person,
home body. I would like to get to know a Black
male for friendship and possibly more. Call
me. (Memphis) 1113446”
LOOKING FOR NEW FRIENDS I‘m 21
years old, Japanese, 5‘1 1, 1 30lbs. I‘m looking
or guys around my age to go out and do
thin svavilh Please call me. (Memphis)

T

DRESS SOCK FETISH I‘m attractive, Ga
White male, dress sock fetish. I‘m looking for
reppy or business men 21 to 30. Call me.
Bdemphis) #1879
DOMINATE ME I‘m a Gay Black male
lookinthor fun. I‘m very passive. Call me.
(Memphis) #2018
THE REAL THING I‘m a Gay Black man
looking for someone who is genuine and hard
working like me. I‘m 5‘8, 27%|bs, ex football
player, down to earth. I‘m not looking for one
night stands. Genuine loving people only.

(ﬁfemphis) 22802
CALL ME I‘m 511, Brown hair, Blue eyes,
hairy. | like volleyball, tennis, canoeing, etc. |

likerhoiry guys. go" me. (Memphis)
234546
SAFE FUN I‘m in my early 40s, 6ft, 165lbs,
muscular. I‘m looking for one or more, firm,
well built, safe men for pleasures. Call me.
(Memphis) #22364
LETS GO BOWLING I‘m a Gay White
male, 25 years old, 5‘6, 150lbs, Blue eyes,
Black hair, glasses, mustache. I seek others for
a relationship. | like movies, dining out, and
bowling. (Memphis) #22394
LOOKING FOR FUN I‘m looking for a Gay
Black male 25 to 45 for fun and friendship.
Call me. (Memphis) #22682
LETS DO IT I‘m a 30 year old Gay Black
male looking for White men or Black men. I‘m
looking for a very physical man who likes long
walks, good conversation, and dining out.
(Mempﬁis) 222968
EBONY AND IVORY I‘m a Gay Black
male, 30 years old, 6‘1, 130lbs, big kid, half
nature boy, half ciz boy. I‘m looking for a
Gay White male 20 to 50 who is clean
shaven. Call me. (Memphis) #23416

DISCRETION A MUST I‘m looking for a
man 35 to 55 who can be discreet an
monogamous. Call me. (Memphis) #24845
JOCK JUICE I‘m a White male, 25
years old,
marathon runner, muscular legs and
a
5‘10, 168lbs. ! seek tall, athletic jocks wi
broad shoulders and muscularlegs. Call me.
(Memphis) #19966
LONELY AND LOOKING I‘m a mature
Gay White male, 33 years old, 1 45lbs, 510,
light Brown hair, Blue eyes. I seek Gay White

I features for a
male 25 to 40 with similar
possible relationship. Call me. (Chattanooga)
©6520
LOOKING FOR POSITIVE FRIENDS I‘m
29 years old, 5‘7, 145lbs, short dark hair,
mustache, Blue eyes, nice tan, tone, muscular,
hairy, straight acting. I‘m HIV positive with a
healthy mind and body. I‘m seeking a man
with I'KV for friendship and possible
relationship. (Chattanooga) #5957

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE We are a Gay
ite professional couple looking for other
ﬁrofessionoLWhile males who would like to
ave fun with 2 hot guys. I‘m 29 y/o, 63,
235lbs, Brown hair, Hazel eyes. he is 33 y/o,

scene call me. I‘m discreet and disease free.
I‘m not interested in a relationship.
(Chattanooga) #1182

56, 145lbs, Brown hair, Blue eyes. (Nashville)
23391
WEST END BOY | have Red hair, Blue eyes,
slim, trim, very oral. I would like to meet men
anytime for anything. Call me. (Nashville)
133876
JUST A LITTLE I‘m 18 years old, Black hair,
Hazel eyes, 55. I‘m in search of a guy 18 to
25. If you want to have fun with me please
call. (Nashville) ©3393

LETS DATE FIRST !‘m 32 years old, 510
175lbs, Blond hair, Blue eyes. I‘m looking
for
friendship and dating. Ca“ me. (Clorksviﬁe)

#5215
ALL I NEED TO TELL I‘m 39 years old. I‘m
ooking for someone about 45 years old.
(Cleveland) 26353
BOYISHLY GOOD LOOKING I‘m a 33

year old Gay Black male, 59, 160lbs, good
looking, boyish. I‘m looking for a Gay ﬂock
male who is secure confident, and attractive
for a friendship or long term relationship. Call
me. (Knoxville, 177530

GOING BI WAY? I‘m a Bi man and I‘m
looking for other Bi men to watch hot buck
movies with. I am very oral and I love to
watch. If you are in my area please call me.
I‘m 36 years old, 6‘1, 190lbs, Brown hair,
Brown eyes. (Knoxville) #24987
TIE ME UP TIE ME DOWN I‘m looking for
someone to show me the ropes. If you are
interested please call me. (Knoxville) #6120
LETS MEAT I‘m 6f, 220lbs, 58 years old,
Sandy hair, Green eyes. I like masculine men
very much. I like music, art, and literature. |
would like to meet someone to talk to on the
hone or to visit me in my home. Call me.
rKnoxviHe) 24322
NEXT DOOR BLUES I‘m the guy next door
looking for the boy next door. I‘m a
rofessional White male, 35 years old, 511,
$65Ibs, Black hair, Blue eyes, clean shave,
good looking, masculine. I‘m looking for a
stable jock or prep 18 to 30. Call me.
(Knoxville) #19593
LOOKING FOR FRIENDS I‘m a 27 year
old Black male and my friend is a 47 year old
White male. We are looking for friends. Call
us. (Knoxville) #34052
WEEKNIGHTS 7 TO 10 I‘m a Bi White
male looking for Black and White men who
are very weﬂ endowed. I‘m clean and disease

free. Call me. (Knoxville) 234445
DO YOU UNDERSTAND? I‘m 33 years
old, 6‘2, slender, Black, Virgin. I‘m looking for
an attractive Gay White male 18 to 40 with an
average build. We must play safe and sane.
(Knoxville) #42784
KNOXVILLE STUD I‘m 36 years old, 61,
205lbs. I like sports, working out, and the
outdoors. Call me. (Knoxville) #18989
HOT SUMMER NIGHTS I‘m a discreet 39
year old White professional. I‘m well endw‘d,
good looking, and looking for some hot fun. If
ou would like to meet me please call and
leave a message. (Knoxville) #1206
TIRED OF THE BARS AND ATTITUDE I‘m
a Gay White male seeking a young Gay
White male 25 to 35 who is loyal, honest, and
romantic. I‘m tired of the bars and attitude. If
you are too, I would like to meet you, please
call. (Knoxville) #1993
THIS IS RICHARD Bi WM, seeks other Bi
WM‘s or straight white males for friendship
and more. (Knoxville) #16393
NO FOOLIN‘ AROUND GWM, 57", blue
eyes, brown hair; ‘stache, good looking,
varied interests, seeks others, 29—40, well
established and masculine, into one on one
relationship only! Please leave a message.
(Knoxville) #16465
FANTASY MAN I‘m 27 years old, 62,
185lbs, Brown hair, Brown eyes, g
looking. I‘m looking for some fantasy
fulfillment. If you are 21 to 35, tall, good
looking, and you want to have some fun call
me. (Nashville) #26487

WESTSIDE BOY I‘m a Black male, 27 years
old. I‘m looking for friendship and maybe more.
I‘m a sweet loving person iFJ/ou let me be. |

enjoy movies, camping, and God knows what
else. If you are a fine young college student call
me. (Nashville) #4935

YOUNG GUYS ARE FUN GUYS I‘m 37
ears old, 6‘1, Reddish Brown hair, Blue eyes.
{m looking for young guys 19 to 23 for fun and
more. Coﬁme. (Nashville) ©4977
LOOKING FOR LOVE I‘m looking for a
White male for a long term relationship.
(Nashville) ©5374
I AM READY FOR A CHANGE I‘m 30 years
old and I‘m in search of Transvestites or
Transsexuals who are beautiful, creative,
sensuous, and sexy. (Nashville) #5834
BIG STRONG MAN I‘m 511, 180lbs. lgel
into weightlifting. I have 18" arms, 30" waist,
42" chest, well endowed. I‘m looking for men in
the Smoky Mountain area. Call me. (Nashville)
25958
DEAL WITH IT I‘m 29 years old, HIV positive.
I‘m looking for someone who is also HIV
positive but doesn‘t let that stop them from
enjoying life. | like to talk, learn, and laugh. If
you are dealing with and learning to live with it
call me. (Nashville) #26300
BIG AND BIGGER I‘m 38 years old, hung,
builder. I‘m looking for other hot guys. call

me. (Nashville) #
STRAIGHT TO THE POINT I‘m 38 years old,
Blond hair, Blue eyes, 178lbs. I‘m into
motorcycling, cross country trips, weekend

Fetawuys, music, swimming, outdoors, etc. I‘m
ooking for someone who is straight acting to do
some of these things with. (Nashville) ©4655

MAKE THE MOST OF LIFE I‘m 25 years
old, 5‘9, 140lbs, Strawberry Blond hair, Hazel
eyes. | enjor cluhbing, meeting people,

#22972

writing, and just being with people. I‘m looking
for someone 20 to 26 who is mentally an
physically fit. Call me. (Nashville) #2023
MIDDLE OF THE STATE I‘m 24 years old,
510, 165lbs, Brown hair, Blue eyes. I‘m
looking for guys 18 to 30 in the middle
Tennessee area. I‘m looking for friendship and
more. Call me. (Nashville) #2028
READY FOR A STEADY I‘m a Gay Black
male, 27 years old, 58, ready to settle down.
I‘m into outdoor sports, cooking, and spending
my free time with that special someone. I‘m
looking for a White moi 18 to 28 who is
good ﬂaking and straight acting. (Nashville)
#2470
FUNNY GUY I‘m a 28 year old Gay White
male, Blond hair, Blue eyes, 5‘8, lBSFbs,
athletic. I‘m seeking a clean cut, boy next door

Zpe guy for a possible relationship. | like
theatre, sports, and going out. I‘m not into
drugs. Call me. (Nashville) #1304
PUMP IT UP I‘m a 38 year old Gay White
male, 5‘7, 180lbs, Brown hair, Brown eyes.
I‘m looking for guys 25 to 35 to work out and
travel with. Calﬁme. (Nashville) #382432

GOOD HOT TIMES I‘m looking for a guy to
et together and have hot times with. I‘m 5‘11,

?70|bs, ood looking and young. Call me.
(Nashville) #32560
CALL THIS GUY I‘m 38 years old and would
like to talk to some men who enjoy having fun.
Call me. (Nashville) #33319
LOOKING FOR BLUE EYES I‘m 29 yegrs
old, 63. I want to have fun with a Gay guy ~
who has Blond hair and Blue eyes. Call me.
(Nashville) 234364
HARD TOP I‘m looking for a straight acting,
clean shaven, piercless, tattoo‘less, fit an
aggressive bottom who seeks discreet
encounters with a hard bodied 50 year old
man with a hairy chest. I‘m 5‘10, 170lbs, 42"
chest, 33" waist. Call me. (Nashville)
234434

HAIRY TOP WANTED I‘m a 40 year old
White male looking for a top man who is hairy.
Call me. (Nashvi||3 #23971

looking
tor someone to call me and have fun
with. [Rlashville] #23277

and stocky men to have fun with. C3 I me.
(Nashville) #3350

PUT ME IN MY PLACE I‘m new to the area.
I‘m 26 years old, 145lbs, swimmers build. I‘m
looking for a very aggressive top to put me in
my place. If this sounds fun to you give me a
call. (Nashville) #22758
MAKE MY DREAMS COME TRUE I‘m a
Black male looking for men in my area. I"m 27
rs old, 5‘8, good looking. I‘m a 70°C! person

LETS GET TOGETHER I‘m a Gay White
male, 31 years old, straight acting, masculine.
I seek a big Gay White male for friendshi
and more. Call me. (Nashville) #1738

BIG AND STOCKY? I‘m a 34 year old Gay
White male, 6ft, 170lbs, good looking,
professional, good bodyﬁ’m lookin $01“ big

WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM LIFE? I‘m
a 33
year old White male, 510, 145lbs, Brown
hair, {Town eyes, educated, in shape, stable.
I‘m seeking men for friendship, fun, and more.
(Nashville) #222297

BI BLOW BUDDY I‘m a 33 year old Bi
ite male looking for other men in my area.
Call me. (Nashville) #1998

LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD I‘m a Gay White
male, 6‘1, 250lbs, Brown hair, Hazel eyes. I‘m
looking for a tall man with a thick and stron
body. You should be hairy and enjoy lots otg
attention. Relax at.my place and lighten your
load. Call me. (Nashviﬁe) 17377?!

I WANT TO BREED DOGS I‘m a White
male, 55 years old, clean and attractive. I want
to meet White or Black males who own dogs.
I‘m a dog lover and wantto assist in b
inc
and training. (Nashville) #3581
°

COMING OUT SLOWLY I‘m a 22 year old
White male, 510, 160lbs, Brown hair, Green
eyes, athletic. I‘m new to the scene and coming
out slowly. I‘m looking for discreet friends.
(Nashville) #2551 3

CALL THIS BOY I‘m looking for a man for
no strings fun. I‘m 5‘6, short grown hair. I‘m

l‘M FREE ON THE WEEKEND I‘m 24 years
old and I‘m looking for someone 18 to 30 for
friendship and more. I‘m over the bar scene.
Been there, done that, ready to move on. I‘m
looking for a masculine man not into mind
games. Call me. (Nashville) #32071

PUMP IT UP WORK IT OUT I‘m 6‘3,
Blonde hair, smooth skin, body builder. I‘m
searching for a single White body builder 25
to 40 wig smooth adn and dark hair. Call me.
(Nashville) #23127

looking for friends and a possible relationship.
I‘m looking for a white male 18 to 30 with a
round ant? beefy butt. Call me. (Nashville)

THE LOVE I WANT I‘m 28 years old and I‘m
looking for love. If you can be true, are not into
drugs, and you are ready to settle down call
me, let me know your ready. (Nashville)
#24539
LET ME TOP YOU I‘m a hairy top, 56,
180lbs. I‘m looking for submissive bottoms. Call
me. (Nashville) #25326
WORKING CLASS TOPS WANTED I‘m a
professional
White male in search of hot
working class White tops. I have my own place,

km? of movies, and lots of privacy. Call me.
Nashville) #2188
BRAND NEW HEAVY I‘m a Gay White
male, 6ft, over weight. I‘m looking for an over
weight Gay White male to share good times
with. (Nashville) #2968
NEW KID IN TOWN !‘m new to the area.
I‘m 24 years old and I‘m looking for some
people to hang out with. (Nashville) #42775
HUNKY HUNGER GWM, 32, good looking,
seeks well endw‘d men for fun ant? pleasure.
(Nashville) #16588
SALT AND PEPPER GBM, 36, professional,
varied interests, 62", 210, seeks GWM, 26—35,
masculine and attractive, for friendship and
more. (Nashville) #16756
GOOD COMPANY I‘m 56, 130lbs. I‘m
looking for a good looking built man with hairy
chest. ﬁm in need of some companionship.
(Shelbyville) #1229

(oressy

TRANSSEXUAL WANTED I‘m 28 years
old, 6‘1, 180lbs. I‘m looking for a Transsexual
for a meaningful relationship. Call me.
(Memphis) #3781

NO STRINGS JUST HOT FUN I‘m 6‘3,
185lbs, Blond hair, Brown eyes, swimmers
build. I‘m looking to meet guys for fun and
more. If you cre930 to 50 and not into the bar

AREYOUMAN

ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK

1-900-740-4397Ext94
18+. $1.99/MIN. C7s 415—28

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
are still available. (We are not refering to the
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 Ryan White Act.) Remit $10 to Agressive
words (including address or phone
Research, 3401A#71 AdamsAvenue, San
number) and a $2.00 charge for the diego, CA 92116, 619—528—1718.New in
use of our P.O. Box. Please specify if Memphis?
you want to use our P.O. Box.
An Alliance LL potluck is a great way to
Commercial ads are charged at the
meet new and exciting people. For
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
information, callV.P. JerryF. orRoadCaptain
Phone numbers and zip codes are
Patrick H. at 725—0301.
free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
Brp & BREAKFAST
each month. Send to Triangle Journal Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111— furnished with antiques offers
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in accommodations to men and women.
writing and must include your name
Home is located in small Tennessee
and a telephone number where you
River townnear Pickwick—Shiloh.
can be reached to verify the ad. If you — Gormet country dinner. Area activities
would like a copy of the issue your include: boating, walking trails, antique
ad appears in, please send $1.00 to shops, auctions. Your hosts are
cover postage.
available to assist with planning local
ANNOUNCEMENTS
activities. Reservations: 901—278—
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN 5844.
announcements and classifieds will not . Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
automatically be re—run. Announce—
of privacy in a fun vacation area.
ments and classifieds must be re—
Exclusive resort for men & women. Hot
submitted each month, in writing, by tub. Country club privileges.
the 15th of the month.
Greenwood Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box
Dorothy Guinn plays music at Kudzu‘s,
155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
603 Monroe the 1st Saturdays beginning
253—5283.
Sept 7.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast
HIV—AIDS/READ IMMEDIATELY. PWAs
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka Springs
who work, not eligible forassistance, PWAs
Historic Districtloop close to downtown
with Medicaid who pay a percentage oftheir shops & restaurants. Completely
social security disability check for meds or
renovated for comfort but still
are limited to the numbers of meds per
maintaining its old world charm,
month, and all others who payfor meds; we
elegance & romance. Picturesque tree—
will show you with step—by—step
covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
comprehensive information how to obtain
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
the newest 2nd generation drugs, new (501) 253—9010. __
:
treatments and many standard AIDS
Massage Services
medications at no cost. Plus other valuable
Party Rates—Full—body, nude
resources. Act now while these programs
massages—singles & couples

ments

Hetrarer

=A

preaxe er

E

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

welcome. Bi—sexual, clean, HIV—
negative. Bobby: 491—6553.
Sometimes you feel like a Nutt. Call
Bobby:
491—6553.
Full—body
massages, male & females.
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
California trained, certified bodyworker
offering therapeutic and sports
massage. 1‘/, hours, by appointment,
outcall only. Personalized gift
certificates available. Craig 10 a.m. —
10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
‘Cigar Smoking Biker and my
nationwide buddies get down—n—dirty
from coast to coast. From TLC to
raunch, all callers 18+ are welcome. 1—
818—837—1859 24 hrs.
Memphis Male Escort Service. Hot,
healthy, young Memphis guys at your
service. Different guys to choose from.
Repeat discounts. Call 901—541—5431.
Leave message for Brandon and ask
about our 2 for 1 special.

f

D

S
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September 1996 fig”?

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion (Open)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

PERsoONALs
Butch Valentine—OK, if not lunch how
about breakfast after you spend a wild
night at my house proving that you really
can go for hours and hours? Perhaps a
cocktail at poolside or your cock and my
tail in the pool itself? Until then... Mule.
GWM, 559", 150#, Br, Gr, seeks in—shape
Sunday
6:30 pm
Discussion (Open)
guys for no strings fun and games. I‘m
OA (Overeaters Anonymous)
witty, stable, employed, and a great
Monday
6:00 pm Discussion
J
bottom! Married, Bi, race, daytime, all
Friday
6:00
pm
Feelings Meeting (Open)
okay. No fats, fems, druggies, or
prisoners, please. Go ahead and call...
You never know... 15 minutes from _
midtown and very private. J.B.: 901—384—
6660.
News]
GWM, 35, 5740", 150#, Br/BI, bottom—
type, seeks friends for weekend fun or
GWM, 35—45 for the pleasure of his
experience your fantasies. Please write
company. Smoker Okay. Box 42174,
me: M.B., P.O. Box 1265, Batesville, MS
Memphis, TN 38174.
38606.
Wanted to buy: used card racks and
GWM, 45, 554", 160#, am going through
display cases. 388—9986. Ask for Steve
a tough period in my life. The last of my
Wesson.
family is gaone and I feel alone. Could
SeERrvicEs
welcome GWMsforfriendship and quality
Gayvon! The perfect gift at a reasonable
aX
time. John: 732—5212.
price! Pride merchandise, jewelry, caps,
You were chosen by God
Hi there. It‘s soul food time! Larenzo
Ts, buttons and much more. Tom of
"Creole" from Louisiana would love to
to be who you are —
Finland now in stock (limited quantities...
meet BBiM. 595 Haddon Avenue, TO83#,
So hurry!) Call 901—388—9986. A Dos
gay, Lesbian or
collingswood, NJ 08108.
Amigos Enterprise, now, serving
heterosexual.
Someone Special. Stable, sensitive,
Memphis, Nashville, St. Louis, Little Rock
The
expression of
playful GWM with playful streak seeks
and Tupelo.
your sexuality is a gift from
caring, self—sufficient, well—adjusted
God in making and

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
._ promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
d
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal

building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,

their friends within the

discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

Episcopal Church.

the news.

INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

§

INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

prayer, friendship and

understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Churchj
at 525—6602.

.
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956

printed as a public service, and its listings

Blue Spruce,

are free. Agencies and businesses listed

1567.

herein have requested to be listed,

Lakeland 38002 # 387—

but

Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/

have not been charged. All phone num—

AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Poplar,

bers are area code 901 unless otherwise

Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #278

noted.

AIDS.:

*

(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)

Gay

Lesbian

American

Indians:

Information # 725—4898.

ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. =

Gays

Off

Social

345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar

Cleveland

Street

(GOCS):

Group + c/o Sunshine

Lounge,

1379 Lamar # 272—9843.
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic

a 744—7494.
Fantasy

_

and

Warehouse

I*:

791—793

North

Environment (GRACE): Support group
for Catholics & their friends» Meets every

White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—

Thurs.

with

Liturgy

2nd

&

4th

Thurs.

Information: # 725—5237. John.

+7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432

Holy

Trinity

Community

Worship Service; Sun.

Summer @ 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks

Rd #

11

Church*:

am & 7 pm,;

Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison
a 726—9443.

396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell

Rd # 744—

Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,

4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—

6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church,

5760.

102 N. 2nd @ 525—

6602.
BARS / RESTAURANTS

Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis

Alternative Restaurant & Lounge: 553
So Cooper # 725—7922.

Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm

Apartment Club*: 343 Madison a 525—
9491.

* 340 N Garland #
Loving

Street

Pub*:

1349

Autumn

#

274—8010.

Arms

276—0577.

(Support

Partners for HIV+ Mothers
& Babies; "hold" babies at

Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
5522.

the Med):
P.O.

Changes*: 2586 Poplar ## 452—9100.

Shelia Tankersley,

Box

3368,

Memphis,

TN

38173 # 725—6730.

Club 227*: 227 Monroe ## 528—8344.

Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY):

Coffee Cellar: 3573 Southern # 320—7853.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison ## 278—4313.

PO Box 241852,
38124

a

J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.

for

P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.

e—mail:

Center

Reproductive
Poplar Ave
Memphis

Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.

Jonathan

info,"

ujbgreen@msuvx1.memphis.edu.
Memphis

N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599."

Memphis, TN

725—7152

Green

501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.

for

Health:

1462 #

a 274—3550.

wen.

Gay

&

Lesbian
9

Community Center (MGLCC):

Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843.
The

Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship

Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar a 454—1366.

Autumn

I,” I |\

Box 41074, Memphis 38174 1x 324—
4297.

Edge*:

532

South

Cooper — 272:

3036.

Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
for

12—step recovery programs

«

1488

The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Madison #
«_

Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
WKRB

in

Memphis*:

1528

276—7379, 726—6293, 527—

1461, or 327—3676.

Madison

##

278—9321.

Memphis

Pride,

Inc.:

Gay,

Lesbian,

Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events

Western Steak House & Lounge:

1298

Madison ## 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS

Box

3956,

Cooper # 276—0282.

support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,

Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: Ronnie
Gardino

@

or

e—mail

at

Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,

SERVICES

Memphis 38174—1822.

BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office

National

Organization

(NOW):

a 745—3300.
Commercial

24—hr.

767—2182

msaidmstry@aol.com.

CARPET CARE / CLEANING

Residential,

# 393—

Box 11052, Memphis, TN 3811 1—0052.

Meristem*: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.

Care:

Memphis 38173

Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS

in Overton Square a 276—8535.

Carpet

+

7500 Andy Cain.

A Novel Idea*: Book Store +2113 Madison

Lee‘s

service,

or

free

Box

40982,

for

Women

Memphis

38174—

©0982 # 276—0282.
New

Beginnings

(Adult

Children

of

Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center

estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #

® 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays

388—3781.

(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
COMMUNITY GROUPS

2031 # 761—1444.

ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
226—6523

Call

for

meeting

schedule.

place

&

¢

Memphis Lambda Center ## 276—7379.
Al—Anon

(Co—dependency):

Memphis

Lambda Center # 276—7379.

Dr., Memphis 38128.

Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
38174—1679

# 274—

8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.

Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.

Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Association:
38174—1803

Box

# 274—

3857.
Brothers

(Charles Friedman).
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,

Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda

Southern

276—7379 or 454—1414.

Country

Memphis:

Western Dance Club #

Country

278—9321

or

274—8655.
Sisters:

Support

group

for

transexual women (male to female) #

Stonewall

Mission

Progressive

Christian

Church:
Church

+

A

Sun.

103 Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 #
(615) 269—3480.
Tennessee

&

12837,

276—3471

Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center,

Sports
Memphis

Box

#

728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.

Black & White Men Together (BWMT):

41803,

Chorus:

Memphis 381182—0837

Southern

American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:

City

4
Men‘s

Center #

Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,

Memphis

Memphis Lambda Center #

454—1414.

751 North Trezevant # 458—0501.

Alliance: Leather/levi club « 4372 Kerwin

41679,

Phoenix AA

River City

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):

Bluff

—

U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.
Wings: Social Club» Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
ear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board « 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
spiritual counseling, alternative healing
® 725—4898.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.

Sisters

Bowling

League:

3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares:

Gay/Lesbian

Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm

women‘s

Leather Tribe:
leather

org.

Gay men‘s/
Box

1034,

Collierville, TN 38027—1034.
Tsarus:

Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,

~ Memphis 38174—1082.

Fully
Alive!
center for
pe rs on a |
enrichment. Susan
Taranto, MPS &
Carol Schlicksup,
MA. Individual,
couples & group therapy. # 323—2078 ®
Sliding fee scale.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
+Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
Jogce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 776
« Mt. Moriah # 761—0527.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
onnie
Bingham,
CPA:
Taxes,
accounting, estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
458—0152.
William L. Sachs, CPA: Income tax,
accounting, computer support,
consulting. # 767—1718.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. ﬁcper, #274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Road, Suite2 # 452—0803.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave. #274—8103.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.

Sweetpeas: 665 Madison # 523—8635.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
arr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie,
Nadine # 366—7920.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
E.M.1. (Erotic Male Imagery): Photo Sets
*«PO Box 40691, Memphis, TN 38174 #
320—7723.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/
printing service—resumes, thesis,
manuscripts, etc. # 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: Full color post cards # 452—
2766.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
._ 3760.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr. help & information
for Lesbians, Gays,
transvestites
&
transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian
Youth Hotline: = 1—
800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
® 324—GAYS + 24—hrs. Live
Operators 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: #
276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention: #274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual
National Hotline: z (617)
899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—

i Sat.).
SERVICES
nin
Wayne C. Gulledge,
Attorney At Law: Rt. 1, Box
255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
(601) 562—8738 or (901) 726—
5281.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis:
165 Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103
a 526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave @ 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 @ 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.,
© Jason
O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, = 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
7701.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. @ 527—2273.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment, Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MEDIA
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
TJNmemphis@aol.com.

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
323—0600.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Drive # 821—0086.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper @ 725—
0521.
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop » 3263 N Watkins
a 357—8600.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behies ®
# 743—8945.
—
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, Memphis Area # (901)
278—5825. For emergency care call #
(901) 533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair @x 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
private functions + Lisa Gray (The
Peabody Hotel) a 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: a 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, = 272—
2853.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 960 South Cooper a 725—
0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr..
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Not Quite Paris*: Art, Antiques, Furniture
* 1737 Madison @ 274—3736.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
® 726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis ##
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental + Michael Sanders # 948—
3998."
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson —
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
2170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon + 3700 S. Mendenhall
a 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
3044.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 854—0455.
Kris Pelts, Affiliate Broker, De Caro
Realty: 5545 Murray Road Suite 100 #
767—3100.
:
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
& Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
: LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. a 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
T26—5521 ".
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.:
1865 Madison ## 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Squash Blossom Market: 1801 Union #
725—4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
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Sunday,

October

CALVARY

2nd

6,

1996

at

EPISCOPAL

Street

5:00

p.m.

CHURCH

at Adams Avenue

Special Music by:

"THE RIVER CITY MEN‘S CHORUS"

This service is for people living with HIV and AIDS, their families
caregivers and friends. Planned and sponsored by an interfaith committee
repreenting

several organizations and religious affiliations.

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE — SIGNING FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED
EVERYONE WELCOME ! FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 525—6602

